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President Reagan's proposed
budget for fiscal year 1986, while
containing an increase for
defense spending, will cut into
several social programs, including financial aid outlets for
students.
A statement issued from the
department of education said,
"[There is a ] major philosophical
shift in student aid by returning
to the traditional emphasis on
parent and student responsibility for financing college costs,
and eliminating or lessening aid
to students from higher income
families. . . ."
According to a report from the
National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administration,
under the president's package,
students from families with adjusted gross incomes greater
than $25,000 would be ineligible
for federal grants, direct loans, or
work-study jobs.
Direct loans are loans which
come from funds allocated by
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The cut-away sections of the dollar bill represent the amounts of
and 1986 fiscal years
Congress. The interest rates for ing allocated for direct loans is
these loans is five percent, with $400,000.
the installments due six months
Students from families with
after graduation, as compared to adjusted gross incomes above
eight percent for guaranteed stu- $32,500 will no longer qualify for
subsidized loans, regardless of
dent loans.
Five and one-half million the amount of their financial
dollars is spent on guaranteed need.
student loans, whereas the fundSimultaneously, the budget

Pell Grant Funding for the 1985
cuts would impose a $4,000 annual maximum on the total
amount of federal aid students
from low-income families could
receive, earn, or borrow.
All of these restrictions change
relative to the number of children
of college age in the families.
The NASFAA report esti-

mates that 750,000 to 800,000
middle-income-family students
would no longer be eligible to borrow low-interest student loans.
, The Pell Grant program would
also be affected by the new
budget proposals. Under
Reagan's plan, funding for the
program would suffer a $644
million reduction. Total funding
would be at $2,681 billion.
Before receiving a Pell Grant,
through work, a student would
be required to contribute a maximum of $800 of the cost of attendance.
Also, a student's Pell Grant in
combination with other federal
aid could not exceed $4,000.
Eighty-five percent of Pell Grant
funding would go to students
with family incomes below
$12,000.
Independent student status
would be restricted, as well. Current criteria are (1) not to have
received more than $750 from
parents in the current or prior
calendar year, (2) not to have
lived with parents in the current
see Budget, page 11

Voteon amendment planned Appointee approved
by Vineeta Ambasht
editorial editor

Senator Wade Strong and
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Jill Barker presented a constitutional amendment to eliminate
the Executive Council in regular
session of the student senate
Monday night.
The council is a representative
body of student organizations
which coordinates and publicizes
events and works with the president's cabinet.
The amendment, if approved
by Student Body President Mark
Wilson and Vice President of
Student Affairs Walter T. Cox,
will be placed on the ballot for
student body elections March 5.
If passed, the amendment
would place the Greek Liaison,
the Organizations Committee,
the Minority Council, the International Student Council, the
Speakers Bureau, the Elections
Board, and the Director of the
Junior Staff under the student
body vice president.
The Junior Staff would be
created under this proposition

and composed of freshmen volunteers. The freshmen of the staff
would have "an opportunity to
try out different areas of student
government," Barker said.
The proposal would also reduce
membership in the President's
Cabinet from 12 to 11 by
eliminating one at-large position.
The positions of the chairmen of
Central Spirit and Student Services would be replaced by the
newly created position of activities chairmen.
The activities chairmen would
coordinate the Homecoming
Pageant, marathon football,
World Hunger Night, and other
"non-spirit" events.
Central Spirit would be moved
out of Student Government and
placed under the Office of Student Life. "Central Spirit hopes
to expand to about 300 members
to include every athletic department," Barker said. The move is
mutually desirable for Central
Spirit and Student Government,
according to Central Spirit Chairman Ned Pruitt.
A bill to increase campaign expenditures for student body elec-

tions failed in regular session
Monday. Presented by the General Affairs Committee, the bill
would have allowed candidates to
spend $150 for printed campaign
material, as opposed to the $60
expenditure currently allowed.
The bill had also proposed that
candidates be allowed to place
only one flyer per face of a kiosk
to "prevent the plastering of
them," General Affairs Chairman Jon Castro said.
Elections Board Chairman
Scott Henry addressed the senate during the meeting and
answered questions concerning
the use of computers in the vote
tabulations.
"It takes about eight hours to
count the ballots by hand,"
Henry said. But with a computer, the election results are complete within 40 minutes, he said.
The bill required a two-thirds
majority for passage; it was defeated by the senate.
Another bill presented by the
General Affairs Commnittee was
voted down by the senate.
Senator Judy Ahlfeld presented
see Senate, page 6

by student senate
by Vineeta Ambasht
editorial editor
Jim Cuttino, 1983-84 student
body vice president, was appointed to the office by Student
Body President Mark Wilson
and approved by the Student
Senate in executive session of the
senate Monday night.
Cuttino had been appointed
Jan. 28 to the office, left vacant
by the resignation of Beth
English. However, the senate did
not approve of the appointment
during executive session last
week because Cuttino allegedly
had poor attendance at Finance
Committee meetings during his
term.
"I looked at six different candidates from Jan. 28 to Feb. 9,"
Wilson said outside the executive session Monday. "And
I'm presenting [the senate] with
the best one.
"I'm excited and I'm glad tha't
they did change their minds,"

Jim Cuttino
Cuttino said in a later interview.
"I can certainly understand the
reservations they had, and I'm
glad they thought it out. At least
I know they're confident in their
decision.
"I won't let them down," said
Cuttino. "I'll get the job done."
Cuttino will serve as student
body vice president until the
1985-86 student body candidates take office March 26.
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[Keep in touch
Keeping in touch with friends
and relatives always seems to
get harder as you get older,
even though we have so many
options available to us.

Focus
BOB
ADAMS
Compared to people a century
ago, we have it easy. Telephones, telegrams, and letters
are all much more reliable than
they were at that time. But it
hasn't been without cost.
The improvements in technology made the world smaller,
and they have made life much
more fast-paced. It only takes a
few minutes to place a telephone call around the world,
but we seldom take the time to
pick up the phone to call across
the state.
The blame is not all ours for
not taking the time or not putting forth the effort. More
demands are made on a person's
time, and keeping in touch is low
on the achievement-oriented person's priority list.
So you don't want to reach out
and touch someone; why not
reach out and write someone?
Letters have always been considered more personal and considerate. They take more
thought and time. And think
how nice it is to open a usually
pamphlet-filled mailbox and discover a letter among the litter.
Yes, letters are so much fun
to get, but I still have problems
trying to make myself sit down
and write one. I sometimes get
just far enough into the letter
to barely fill half of a page
before I ask a question of the
recipient.
Then curiosity takes control.
I try to convince myself that
I can wait until I receive a reply
to know the answer. But what if
my friend is as reliable with his
letter writing as I am? It may
be a long time before I know that
answer.
Pushing the curiosity to the
back of my thoughts, I continue.
It is no use. I end up putting the
telephone credit card to use*
Okay, I'm lazy when it comes
to letter writing, but I planned
as one of my New Year's resolutions to reach out and write
more and touch less. And I have
been keeping the resolution.
I've written a couple of letters, and I have answered the
ones I received at the first of
the semester. There are still a
few letters I should write, but
with practice I should be able to
write a two-page letter detailing
the important (and trivial) happenings of my life in the time it
takes to dial an in-state phone
call.
Think of all the money that
can be saved by writing letters— 20« as opposed to a $4
phone call. And you can cram as
much into a letter as you can a
10-minute phone conversation.
(Just practice writing very
small..
But now they tell me that
postage is going up to 22* during this month. Well, resolutions were made to be broken.

Nominations accepted for award
u.. ™
by
Eleanoriwu
Dreher
staff writer

Nominations for the Master
Teacher Award must be received
by Feb. 13. Any student may
nominate a professor for this
honor, according to George
Moore, executive officer for
alumni relations.
The award was first given in
1973 to honor outstanding classroom teachers, Moore said.
This award came about 15
years ago, after the Loyalty
Fund began giving Alumni Professorships, presented by the college's dean in 1958. The purpose

~f this
n,;e award
™»rA was
w«« to
rn honor
honor the
the
of
teaching and research done at a
land-grant college.
The Master Teacher Award is
geared more toward those professors who spend at least 50 percent of their load in the undergraduate classroom, as opposed
to those doing doctoral work and
research.
To be nominated for this
award, a professor does not have
to have received his doctorate.
He cannot have already received
an Alumni Professorship..
From the nominees, the Student Alumni Council narrows the
group to 10 or 12 and assigns
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teams of students to investigate
the candidates.
"The students have done a considerable job and have taken the
award seriously," Moore said.
"It is definitely not a popularity
contest."
The recipient is awarded $1500
and is presented with a plaque
during graduation ceremonies in
May.
Vice Provost for undergraduate studies Jerry Reele,
who received the award in 1975,
said the award was the nicest
honor Clemson University
students could give him.
He said it demonstrated to him

that
that he
he was
was an
an effective
eltective teacher,
and he gained personal satisfaction from knowing that students
from different groups thought he
was a good teacher. He said it
probably helped him when he
was considered for a promotion.
Moore, associated with alumni
relations since 1959, said he
thinks the award is significant
because it reveals the intense
student/teacher relationships.
It is awarded to those professors
who spend extra time making
sure students are receiving the
best possible undergraduate
teaching available.
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Peace Corps recruiter on campus
by Sue Polevy
business manager
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Born on America's campuses, the
Peace Corps has been active for
over 23 years. Now Clemson has a
Peace Corps office on campus.
Mike Doherty, a first-year
graduate student in agricultural
economics, is the Peace Corps
representative for Clemson. "I
want to create an awareness that
Peace Corps exists in the local
area, and to attract people into
Peace Corps," said Doherty.
"The Peace Corps attempts to
attract technologically-oriented
individuals and those with applied skills, like students from an
agriculture and/or engineering
school. Clemson has students
with these skills."
Doherty works as both a representative and a recruiter for
Clemson. The Peace Corps is
looking for people with flexibility, knowledge, and commitment,
said Doherty. You must be 18
years old, an American citizen,
and in good health.
The Peace Corps is made up of
a "bundle of skills," said Doherty,
"skills and flexibility to "work
overseas voluntarily." The Peace
Corps will try to match requests
from overseas with people here
who are interested.
"We're quite selective. Most
positions require a bachelor's
degree. Work experience is
preferred, but not essential,"
said Doherty. Peace Corps looks
at skills requested by third world
countries, and tries to best match
the people who would benefit
both the country and themselves.

Mike Doherty

The benefits for a Peace Corp
volunteer include transportation
to training sites and to and from
the overseas assignment, as well
as for home leave in the event of
a family emergency.
A monthly allowance is given
to the volunteer, depending on
the cost of living of the country
he visits. For example, if someone was going to another country
as a teacher, his housing would

be similar to his counterpart in
that country, Doherty said.
Also, a readjustment allowance
of approximately $175.00 per
month is set aside, payable on
completion of service. "That's
about $4800 at the end of two
years," said Doherty.
"Aside from gaining work experience on an international
level, a volunteer has noncompetitive eligibility for
government jobs after his return.
"Today, Peace Corps' efforts
are for 'grass roots' development. If other third world countries are raising their standard of
living, it's a long"-term plan.
That's why they want to work at
a village level. Peace Corps
volunteers are always out there
in Africa trying to create a
change. The work is one-to-one
with people."
Having been a Volunteer in the
Fiji Islands, Doherty said the
people are incredibly friendly.
"Being a Peace Corps Volunteer
gives you, in some ways, a
special status."
There will be a Peace Corps information table in the P & AS
lobby all day Monday, Feb. 11.
An interviewer from Atlanta will
be on campus Tuesday, Feb. 12,
for any students interested in
joining the Peace Corps or just
interested in knowing more
about the organization.
Doherty is funded by the Peace
Corps through a departmental
assistantship and some money
from the agricultural economic
department. His office is located
in room 211 Barre Hall and he
be reached at 656-2004.
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Speaking Out
by Vineeta Ambasht
editorial editor
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^Qr uestion: Do you think the blue laws should be
abolished in South Carolina?
"Because of my religious beliefs, I
support the blue laws. However, I do
think they are inconsistent in their
restrictions on the sales of certain products. For example, you can buy bread
but not detergent on Sundays."
Angie Farmer
"Eradication of the blue laws would
reinstate the basic fundamentals of
freedom guaranteedto all Americans by
the Constitution of the United States.
The blue laws are outdated; they reflect
values of the past, and South Carolina
manifests itself as a backward state
through its ancient blue laws."
Burton Blease
"I think they ought to do away with
them totally. They're kind of oldfashioned and inconvenient."
George Chiles Jr.
"Being from South Carolina myself, I
can say that the blue laws are just totally
stupid. Not being able to buy a tube of
toothpaste on Sunday is crazy.
"As for beer or alcohol in general, there
is always someone who will sell it on
Sunday. At least someone who will be
drinking on Sunday should be able to
buy it on Sunday. The blue laws, in summary, should just be put in a trash bin
and set on fire with a big celebration."
George W. Bairfoot
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Minds over military
All the shiny hardware that President Ronald Reagan
can find isn't going to protect this great nation if we churn
out a generation of ignoramuses to handle the expensive
toys—toys that will cost this country $31 billion more than
they did last year.
With a projected $222.2 billion deficit for the 1985
fiscal year, the budget will trim away a neat $2.3 billion
from student federal aid programs.
Ironic, isn't it? Mr. President may believe that the
United States can't afford to help needy students go to
college, but in truth, this country cannot afford to continue
breeding ignorant, uneducated citizens.
One of the greatest defenses to be possessed is the
mind. While other countries accelerate technological
developments, our intellectual potential shall tester in
poverty.
South Carolina raised its sales tax to 5 percent to
improve the quality of public education in conjunction with
a national drive for educational excellence. The state
motivates minds to higher learning—the nation takes away
aid for higher learning.
If Reagan's proposed budget passes as written, some
two million college students nationwide will feel the pulse
of the federal financial pump slow to declare them ineligible
for aid or qualify them for much less aid than they have
received previously.
Eligibility for grants, direct loans, and work study will
be limited to students from families with an adjusted gross
income of $25,000 or less.
Each day, citizens aged 18 to 21 are being viewed less
and less as adults. The raising of the drinking age and the
possible reduction in minimum wage for young workers
slipped by without substantial protest from the group most
directly affected—us. We are just as much
citizens as those who happen to be older. Wisdom is not
necessarily a function of age. The cronies in government do
not seem to be aware of this fact.
Five and a quarter million students have looked to the
government for aid as they seek an education. One million
of them might be turned away if no action is taken. We
must show our leaders that we are not a group of lazy,
apathetic freeloaders.
Since college students don't have many lobbyists, we
must write to congressmen and senators. A few minutes
and a postage stamp could make a difference in our future.
The cost of a college education has been increasing
steadily, while the amount of aid continues to dwindle.
Already this year, no freshmen were even considered for
work-study aid.
The government is tightening its purse strings around
the throats of the college students in this countrv, and we
Vmust keep from choking our education to death.
j

^/ NEIGHBotuiooD...
HELLO BOYS AND GIRLS! TODAY WE'RE GrQINQr TO F1NO OOT WHY WE
NEED TO COT BACK ON THE RAOUEY THAT HELPS MANY OF YOO CRO TO
COLLEGE... SO WE'RE (JOIN** TO CHAT WITH OUR FRIEND MR-DEFENCE
BUDGET... AND WE'LL HAVE TO <K> OOTSIDE.HE'S SUCH A BIGFELLOW. CAN YOO SAY WARHEADS? SURE YA CANJ

Senate needs restructuring
He claimed that there are
just too many "young"
senators, so I decided to pay
a visit to the Student Senate
meeting Monday night and
find out for myself. What I
found out was that he was
wrong—dead wrong.
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PAM
SHEPPARD
Last Thursday when I saw
Student Senator Chip
McElhatten in the post
office, he seemed a bit upset
that some senators had
betrayed the "rules." And
they had. By telling Tiger
staff members what went on
in an executive session,
about six senators violated
the rules. Chip seemed to
think it was just some
"young" senators who
needed a lecture.
First of all, it wasn't just
some "young" senators; it
was senators who did not
like what was going on in
the meeting—enough to tell
someone about it, and they
turned to the media.
That's the sad part—to
think that there are people
within your own

organization unhappy
enough to discuss its
problems with outsiders
instead of working them out
among the members. That
says something about the
unity in the senate.
The meeting was
disorganized, and the
senators were uncommitted
and far from being capable
of setting policy for the
students at this university.
They spent a large part of
the meeting in executive
session, one similar to one
the week before. Senators
fought back and forth trying
to decide if Jim Cuttino was
capable of being student
body vice president.
That, in turn, caused
senators to spend little time
with important legislation—
the restructuring of the
executive branch and new
election rules. By the time
these pieces of legislation
came around, many senators
had left and there was
constant mumbling among
remaining senators as to
whether or not there was a
quorum present.
Without a quorum,
business could not be carried
on. Many were wishing there
wasn't one because they
wanted desperately to leave,
but were too dedicated to
just walk out.

They weren't too dedicated,
though, because legislation
was passed with major
questions unasked. While
one senator was presenting
legislation concerning the
restructuring of the
executive branch, four
senators were doing homework and 10 senators (I
counted) were having various
conversations with their
neighbors.
I really hate to see all of
this happening to the senate,
because I know that those
students are volunteering a
lot of their time to help the
rest of the students at
Clemson. However, something
is definitely missing—unity.
Maybe instead of nonchalantly passing bills to
restructure the executive
branch and the way elections
are run, the senate should
take a Monday night and
restructure itself.
If it doesn't, some
senators are going to stay
home and have conversations
with their roommates, some
senators are going to go to
the library to do their
homework, some senators
are going to choose to not go
to the meeting at all (instead
of just leaving early), and
senators (young and old) are
going to find a more fulfilling way to volunteer time.
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Past president challenges students to vote
Editor's note: This commentary
was written by David Stalnaker, the
1983-84 Clemson University Student
Body President.
Are you a smart investor? Do you
consider yourself shrewd when
investing time, money, or any other
finite commodity?

David Stalnaker

commentary"

After graduation, do you intend to
make the most effective use of your
resources to improve your life? Sure
you do, or you probably would not
be in college trying to prepare
yourself for when that time comes.
A great opportunity is on the way.
It only happens once a year, but it
is an ideal situation to test your
investment sense. How much time
and effort would you be willing to
invest if you could have an inroad to
the Board of Trustees four times a
year? Not enough for you shrewd

ones?
Let's add President Atchley's
Cabinet, the President's Council, the
Planning Board, the Vending
Machine Committee, the Athletic
Council, the IPTAY Student
Advisory Board, the Student
Senate, the Student Body
President's Cabinet, and a few
others tossed in for good measure.
Can you imagine how much you
could accomplish? Think of all the
differences, gripes, and problems
you could deal with! And think of
the good you could do for your
school and fellow students!
But back to brass tacks, we are
talking about investing your
valuable time here. Being a busy
student, you do not have time to
attend to all these councils, cabinets,
and commissions. Time for a
decision—the answer: delegate, of
course!
You can have all of these things
for an extremely small investment of
time—no money—and very little

inconvenience. What a deal! When
opportunity knocks, you know when
to open the door, don't you?
Opportunity will soon be here.
Candidates for Student Body
President will be asking for your
support. They are the people willing
to serve on all these councils,
cabinets, and commissions, and they
want you to help put them there.
Your time invested? For less than
one hour per week, for the next four
weeks, you can easily attend one of
the public debates, read the articles
in The Tiger, question the
candidates when they come to speak
to you, talk it over with your
friends, and vote.
What a deal that is for you! For
four hours of your time you get
someone who is willing to donate
more than 1500 hours of his own
time! How can you possibly lose by
taking advantage of this? You can
lose only by not taking advantage of
your right to vote and be involved.
Just as the stockholders have a

vested interest in a company, you
have a vested interest in this
election. Make sure you get the best
deal by putting the best candidate
in office to represent your views to
administrators, other schools, and
other students.
A great amount of good can
result, but do not let them let you
down. Be an influential stockholder.
Take a thorough look at their
perspectus and quiz them on it. Is it
really as good as they are trying to
make it sound? Are they the best
investment or are they trying to
flim-flam you?
A final note—so you do not know
exactly what these cabinets,
councils, and commissions do or
exactly what kind of student
involvement exists? Don't worry;
the real question is what does your
prospective investment know about
them. Be shrewd, get involved, ask
questions, and be sure you get the
best.
Above all, don't forget to vote.

Students need plan for time management
Editor's note: Dr. Martin is a professor in Clemson's electrical engineering department.
Engineers know that an energy
source will deliver maximum energy
when the load (receiver of energy
from source) is matched to the
source. So, too, it seems people
deliver most and gain the most
satisfaction when their activities are
matched to their interest and
capabilities.

J. Campbell Martin
Overloading is frustrating, and in
turn, production is significantly
diminished for two reasons: the
emotional state blocks our cognitive
processes and correcting the
attendant errors consumes extra
effort. This situation is highly
stress-producing.
You can approach this ideal
condition by using 1) judgment in
choosing our activities and 2) time
management in scheduling these
activities. Mackenzie offers ways to
do these.
• Your time is your life.
• You waste your time—you
waste your life
1. Clarify objectives—long (i.e., a

year or longer) and short range—set
daily goals, but only a few long-term
objectives. Consider only the most
important first. Proper planning to
achieve objectives must consider the
whole day, week, year, yes, your
whole life.
2. Daily crises demand your
attention and consume your time,
leaving none for the important
activities. You tend to do the most
pressing over the most important.
3. The criteria for your long-term
objectives must be:
• measurable
• attainable
• challenging
• consistent with your value
system and those of the people with
whom you are most involved (i.e.,
family, organizations)
• flexible when conditions change.
They should be written to help
you keep them in mind; outline
details and set deadlines for the
milestones in your long-term goals.
4. Time comes in little pieces.
Your plan, with its goals and
objectives, permits your recognizing
what can be accomplished in any
particular time duration that
becomes available. List everything
you need and/or want to do; set
deadlines and priorities for each
task.
5. Anticipatory planning permits

your taking advantage of favorable
contingencies and avoids crisisoriented, reactionary actions. Chance
favors those prepared! The key to a
quick mind (action) is anticipation.
6. Make time to plan; a proper
plan saves many hours in achieving
all major goals and many crises and
errors are avoided. Correct action
the first time saves the time of
repeated correction. Develop the
self-discipline required for planning
by daily setting aside only 15
minutes; decide you will try it for
one month. Enlist the aid of others;
the success will quickly motivate
you to further planning.
7. Deadlines are useful to
establish positive stress, but
unrealistic deadlines quickly put you
beyond the critical point and set up
frustration. A proper schedule
maximizes the value you get for
your time; it must include planned
leisure. Get top value for your time!
8. In setting priorites, recall the
Pareto principle—concentrating on
the few critical tasks, e.g.
20 percent, will produce 80 percent
of the results and satisfaction.
Concentrate on the important; do
not let the urgent dominate your
day! Realistic deadlines minimize
crises and limit their effect. In crises
you act in haste, without the benefit
of deliberation and exploring
alternatives.

9. Rational decisions are based
on models, but even adequate
models are approximations; thus,
you tend to underestimate the time
required for a task. You forget the
nitty gritty (small details); each
require only a small time but
together can account for 10 to 15
percent of the total. Try setting
artificial deadlines earlier than the
true ones. The cushion permits task
achievement without crises.
10. Maybe you attempt too much
—not saying no. Of course, the
resulting frustration further
diminishes what can be
accomplished.
11. Work properly organized can
be accomplished, "left at the office,"
and does not consume your
attention when at home with your
family or friends.
12. Watch for the tendency to put
off important but unpleasant or
difficult tasks.
13. Ignore transitory problems; if
they will go away, let them.
14. Limit your time at the
meeting.
15. Don't surrender your time or
your life to chance—plan it!
You desire to realize your full
potential; it is possible only by
matching your activities to your
capabilities, and easiest through
time management!

Senate—

ill

continued from page one
the bill to reduce the gpr requirement for student body presidential and vice presidential candidates and for the eight trial
court positions from a 2.30 to
2.00. The candidates would have
been required to maintain a
cumulative gpr of 2.00 to maintain offices.
Currently, the Student Handbook includes no requirement to
maintain a gpr in order to hold
those positions. The university
requires a 2.00 minimum gpr for
graduation.
"No matter what your grades
are, you should have a right to
run for president," Senator
Helen Turner said.
"I think (the gpr) should be
higher than a 2.00 if the president represents the student
body," Barker said in defense of
the present qualifications.
"You get in office, and you can
expect your gpr to drop a little,"
Student Body Vice President
Jim Cuttino said. "If officers
start out at 2.00, that's going to
put a lot of pressure on [them]."
The bill was prompted by the
failure of five out of seven
members from the executive
branch and trial court to achieve
a 2.00 gpr at the end of their
terms last year, according to
Academic Affairs Chairman Chip
McElhattan.
The senate unanimously passed
a resolution to add a smoking/nonsmoking choice to the
room preference card. The choice
will probably not be added to the
preference card until next spring,
Senator Lauri Strother, who presented the bill, said.
Cope Dorm will continue housing freshmen next year, according to Housing Committee
Chairman Susan Eckart. Also,
the YMCA will continue to serve
as dormitory housing until at
least the fall semester.
The seventh floor of Manning
has been allocated as housing for
the new sorority on campus,
Alpha Chi Omega, effective next
fall! according to Eckart's statement at the Jan. 28 meeting.
In response to this decision,
Baker submitted a resolution on
behalf of 40 residents of seventh
floor Manning who protested the
housing change.
"Almeda Boettner [director of
housing) anticipates no room rate
increase for next year," Housing
Committee Chairman Susan
Eckart said. However, there is no
guarantee of charges at this time,
Eckart said.
The Housing Committee is proposing that safety clips be placed
on the windows of Johnstone to
allow a maximum opening of 10
inchesThe Reformed University Fellowship was recognized as a nonfunded organization by acclamation. The group will establish a
campus ministry, according to
Senator David Grossman, who
presented the bill.
The Clemson Whitewater Club
was recognized as a funded
organization. The resolution was
presented by President Pro Tern
Fred Richey.
The senate approved the appointment of Jim Cuttino as student body vice president during
executive session.
Helen Turner was approved as
senator for the department of
parks, recreation, and tourism
management.

$5.00 minimum
order, please

The Alternative.

FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY!
BO'S INSTRUCTIONS:
Call 654-8801 and ask for "BO."
7 days a week.
Notify us of your coupons over the phone, or we cannot honor them.
No bills larger than $20.00.
Order delivered within 30 minutes of your call.
New Store Hours: 8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.Sunday-Thursday
8:00 a.m.- 1:00 a.m. Friday-Saturday

OQQQQ QTJ1

Biscuits

DELIVERY COUPONS

Sausage Biscuit
75<F ea. or 2 for 1.28
Sausage & Gravy Biscuit
1.29
Country Ham Biscuit
'.
93
Steak Biscuit
93
Plain Biscuit.. .1/2 doz.: 1.95; doz.: 2.80 ea. ...35
Buttery Biscuit
45
Jelly Biscuit
.45
Gravy Biscuit
85
Egg Biscuit
60
Egg Bo*-Biscuit
1.24
Chicken Filet Biscuit
1.76
Any Biscuit with Egg
add .20

Chicken Dinner
^^^

H

1/4 Dinner
1/3 Dinner
1/2 Dinner

2.39
3.29
3 89

All White: 30C Extra
Dinners Served With Homemade Biscuit and Choice of
Dirty Rice*, Cajun-Pintos®, or Cajun Gravy®
or Cole Slaw or Potato Salad®

Breast and Biscuit
Thigh and Biscuit
Thigh, Leg and Biscuit
Breast, Wing and Biscuit

1.79
1.25
1.89
2.19

Stuffed
Bo*Taters

Buy 2
Chicken

FREE
Steak Biscuit
with purchase of
any 5 biscuits
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

Dinners
and get your
2 Drinks FREE!
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

8 PIECE
Chicken
Box

SAVE $1.18!

only

and get your
2 Drinks FREE!

Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

Buy 2
Chicken
Dinners
Expires 5/31/85
Good at all
participating locations.

8 piece Chicken Box
12 piece Chicken Box
16 piece Chicken Box
20 piece Chicken Box

1.49
1.64
1.69
1.64
1.84
1.99

6.49
9.25
12.25
14.75

Drinks
Coca-Cola, Sprite
Cherry, Diet Coke

Baked Potato Stuffings:

Whipped Margarine
Sour Cream & Chives
Cheese
Bacon
Bacon & Cheese
Brocolli & Cheese

SAVE $1.18!

Chicken Boxes

Chicken Snacks
<s

QOQ(

Iced Tea

,

Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Milk
Chocolate Milk
Orange Juice

.59
59

59
.39
39
45
45
50

O

We appreciate the opportunity you have given us to build
a successful delivery service and the patience you have shown.
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Assistant dean 'sees a broad spectrum'
by Steven Collins
assistant news editor

It's something that I try to carry with me all the time.

Mickey Lewis, assistant dean of Student Life, is involved with a variety of groups on campus, including
handicapped students, foreign students, minority
students, and sports clubs.

Personal Profile
One of about 70 black students out of 20,000 at the
University of North Carolina in the late 1960s, Lewis suffered from what he terms "freshman trauma," in which he
changed majors several times. He finished his undergraduate and graduate days at South Carolina State. He
graduated with a double major in history and social
science.
—What does your job entail?
Well, it entails a lot of different things. I cover a broad
spectrum of groups. Through my office, I work with funded
sports clubs, of which there are about 22. I keep their
financial records, as far as Student Funding goes. I order
equipment, schedule their events, and make travel arrangements for them, among other things.
I also serve as adviser to the Speaker's Bureau. I help
with the contractual arrangements, the scheduling, and
the financial paperwork. My secretary, Pat, helps me a
great deal with the paperwork.
In addition to these things, this office covers minority
organizations, which include the Gospel Choir, CUSBE,
Pamoja, and the minority council. I handle all the information for the groups in respect to what one group is doing as opposed to another.
I work with handicapped students—solving problems
regarding their particular needs. For example, the
elevator near Edgar's and Johnstone is broken and that's
a critical elevator for handicapped people in, say,
F-section who need it to get up to Loggia-level. They are
pretty much stranded if that elevator is on the fritz.
I also work with the international students. So it's a
broad spectrum of people I serve—everything from the
Frisbee Club to the Taiwanese students.
—What do you like most about your job?
Probably the challenge—the fact that I have the
freedom to be creative. I'm presented with the problem
and I use what I know to solve it. And the fact that it's
not boring. It's completely different each day—different
hurdles and different rewards.
—Is there anything you don't like about your job?
I suppose I'd be foolish to say there's nothing I don't
like about it. There is some routine paperwork that I wish
I didn't have to do—red tape sort of things. But I guess
that comes with the territory.
—How will you personally observe Black History Month?
I try to concentrate on differnet aspects of black
history. I try to make it a year-long thing and not just one
month. I do have a strong interest in Afro-American
history. It's kind of a hobby of mine, African politics in
particular. I don't krtow that I make a concerted effort in
February to do something as opposed to any other month.

—What would you tell minority students who are considering coming to Clemson?
Not a lot different from what I would tell a white student coming here. Be prepared to study. Be prepared to be
challenged. If you're an honor graduate from Turkey
Neck High out in the boonies somewhere, you're still
going to meet up with a lot of stiff competition.
I suppose that I'd also tell them to be prepared for not
having a lot of social outlets. That can be good or bad. Bad
in that there's not a lot of places to blow off steam or to
relax. Good in that you can focus on studying.
I don't think that Clemson is different from any other
community in the South. I don't think it's particularly
racist. I think the administration really does all it can to
prevent the university from being perceived as racist.
Hopefully, the minority student has built up some
resources to deal with racism prior to coming to Clemson
anyway.
I would also tell the student to keep some sense of
identity.
—How did you end up at Clemson?
After I received my master's degree, I got married
and assumed my responsibilities as a good husband and
went to work. Academia was nice, but you have to earn a
living. I was married for four years. I'm divorced now, but
I have a seven-year-old daughter that I'm very proud of.
It was sort of a strange path that brought me to
Clemson. My first job out of school was with the State
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation. I worked with
youthful offenders. The idea was to send them to school to
learn a trade so that they wouldn't be repeat offenders. It
was worth it if you could get them to become taxpaying
citizens.
I also worked with an insurance agency. That didn't
last very long. I hated it. There was an incredible amount
of paperwork and it was very confining. There was very
little contact with people, and I decided that I had to go
back to that.
So I went to work at S.C. State as a personnel director. Then I worked at several technical institutions in
various positions, mainly ones in which I developed or
helped develop programs in which particular needs were
met.
I heard about the job here. I applied for the position
and Dean Smith thought I was qualified. I told her what I
had done at other places and she told me what she wanted
done at Clemson. So I was lucky in that the job fit the person and vice-versa.

Mickey Lewis

on my doctoral studies at Clemson. I'd like to continue to
develop programs to help students..
Personally, I would like to eventually get married and
raise another family, have mortgage payments, lawn
mowers, and the white picket fence.

—Having previously worked with the fraternities, why do
you think they are segregated, fend will this always be the
case?
No, I don't think that that will always be the case. I
think the fraternities have different goals. I think the
rush process is different between the black fraternities
—Describe your home life.
and the white fraternities. While the black fraternities
My mother and father were both educators. They have numerous social activities, their purpose is primarily
both influenced me greatly. It was assumed that I would service-oriented. That's not to say the white fraternities
also pursue that kind of career. But they've both been don't contribute a great deal to charity.
very supportive.
Each side probably has a misconception about the
other. It is just as erroneous to the Omega's that walking
—What do you do in your spare time?
in line and loud parties is all there is to them as it is erI like to read, I'm an avid jazz fan. I like all kinds of roneous to assume that KA's and Pika's booze it up all the
music—everything from country to classical (some of it, time.
anyway). I enjoy bakgammon, chess, and card games.
I think once communication escalates to a higher
—What are your goals both professionally and personally? level, we will see some integration. Chapters at other
Professionally, I'd like to achieve a full deanship at universities, after all, are integrated. It's a slow-moving
some point in time. Eventually, I would like to begin work process, and it's not something you can force.

FEBRUARY
BLOWOUT!
save $20 to $200 on all 84' bicycles in stock
reduction on winter cycling apparel

Bianchi

At Sunshine Cycle Shop, we emphasize personal service and strive to
meet the changing needs of today's cyclist. Our bicycles, clothing, and
accessories reflect the most recent trends and styles of the cycling
community. Our knowledgeable staff can provide valuable information
on selection and setup of your bicycle. We also offer a complete repair
service for all types of bikes.

BATAVUS
SUNSHINE CYCLE SHOP OF CLEMSON
Home of Foothills Chaingang/Sunshine Racing

106 N. Clemson Avenue
Clemson, SC 29631
Phone: 654-2429
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Students cautioned
about spring break
tims of auto vandalism this past
week. Thea McCrary, CUPD investigator, said that the rash of
Students planning to go to car vandalism is probably done by
Daytona Beach, Fla., over spring angered persons or those under
break should pay careful atten- the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Someone took the wheel covers
tion to that city's laws, according
to a memorandum from the from the automobile belonging to
Luther Scott Enzor, which was
Daytona Beach chief of police.
parked in the R-2 lot Feb. 1.
Wheel rings were also stolen from
Richard D. Williams's car, which
was parked in the P-Plant parking
lot Feb. 2.
Stephanie Hudgins reported
The Daytona police wants all
visitors to enjoy themselves. having her golf cart stolen from
However, the department also gate one of the stadium Feb. 2.
Michael Kenneth Custe,
urges students to be cautious, so
that spring break will be a fun Margaret Lorraine Layne, and
Mike William Perkins were arvacation.
Four accidents occurred in- rested for soliciting without
volving students this past week: licenses Jan. 31. All were attempCalisysus I. Mgbo was in an acci- ting to sell magazine subscripdent victim in Mell Hall parking tions to students.
lot; Elizabeth Ester Grill was in
Glenn Yates Elliott was aran accident on Highway 93; Carl rested for driving under the inFarrell Martin and Steven Leslie fluence Feb. 2 at the Harcombe
Morgan were involved in an acci- service entrance.
Some money was stolen Jan. 29
dent on Highway 76 next to the
National Guard Armory; and from 402 Byrnes Hall resident
John Ervin Fondren III and John Malinda Slaton; a Pentax camera
D. Fdmondson were victims of an with 50 millimeter lens was
stolen from Clayton Thornwell;
accident on Eden Circle.
Helen Garner, David M. Mc- and a book sack was stolen from
Clain, and David Ti Li were vic- Constance C. Brown Jan. 29.

Happi Burthdae,
Dr. Henry!
Wee luv yu.
The Staph
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+ THE $9.99 PARTY +
W\

PARTY-SIZE 20" PIZZA
SAVE $6.00
WITH 1 OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
AND 4 LARGE DRINKS-YOUR CHOICE

EXPIRES
MON., FEB. 18
EVERYDAY NOON TILL MIDNITE-DINE IN ONLY

ONLY

*

$9.99

^

*

. FOOT-LONG TURKEY

* $2.99

&

LARGE COKE

Mon., 2-11.
*

•

Tues., 2-12

«i«i 243,

*Thurs.,& 2-14

ALL
Noon Till WEEK
KA:^~:*~
LONG
*
Midnite EXp|RES
MON., FEB. 18

CAVATINI

&

SALAD BAR
LASAGNA

&

SALAD

gAR

$2.99
^
Noon TiM 9 m
P
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Noop Ti|| 9 p m

OPENING TILL CLOSING

The following camps will be represented:
Asbury Hills
Camp Weequahic
Camp Mishemokwa
Camp Sky Ranch
Camps Mondomin & Greencove Camp Long
Camp Greenville
Trailridge Mountain Camp
Camp Kanuga
Camp Tanglewood
Camp Toccoa
Camp Younts
Pisgah Girl Scout Camp
Camp Ocoee
Clemson University YMCA Camp Camp Bob Hardin
Camps Pine Acres & Timberidge Camp Calvin
Camp Winding Gap
Camp Skyline Ranch
Camp Waback
Camp Yonahlossee
Camp Windy Wood
Jaycee Camp Hope &
Camp LOCO
Camp Sertoma
Camp Seagull
Camp Thunderbird
Camp Sandy Ridge
Camp Cheerio
Eckerd Foundation
Camps Chosontonga & Kahdalea
YMCA Camp Burgiss Glen
Camps Buc & Eva Good
Camp Burnt Ginn
The Dixie Camps
SPONSORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF PARKS,
RECREATION & TOURISM MANAGEMENT

ALL LARGE PIZZAS
FOR THE PRICE OF MEDIUM PIZZAS

FAST FREE HOT DELIVERY
CALL

654-6990
ST. VALENTINE'S DAY
HEART-SHAPED PIZZAS

BY

.

$2.99 _ +
_

COME TO CAMP PLACEMENT DAY!
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

■
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WEDNESDAY DELIVERY SPECIAL

Union Palmetto Ballroom

'.

CRUNCH A BUNCH
DINE-IN DELIGHTS

LOOKING FOR A
SUMMER JOB?
Feb. 12
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Members inducted
into Blue Key
by Pam Sheppard
editor in chief

Butler, David Czabala, Judy
Drews, Vicki Flake, Eric Hills,
Sam Konduras, and Keith Marcus.
Other members are Allison
Malony, Ned Pruitt, Becky
Reynolds, Jennifer Smith, John
Watson, Fred Williams, Mark
Wilson, and Jon Wise.
Blue Key co-sponsors Tigerama during Homecoming
weekend and gives recommendations for the allocation of Tigerama funds for the benefit of the
university. The fraternity also
hosts a Christmas drop-in and a
banquet in the spring.
The funds from the 1984
Tigerama were used to purchase
eight terminals for the library's
User Information System.

Clemson's chapter of Blue Key
National Honor Fraternity
elected new members Sunday
night, and according to President
Jim Cuttino, the 17 new members are students with high
scholastic achievement, allaround leadership ability, campus involvement, and high moral
character.
"The selected members usually
have a scholastic average of close
to 3.0 or better," Cuttino said,
"and exhibit a strong loyalty to
Clemson University."
The new members are Alex
Beard, Susan Boiter. Lynne

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS FOR CAMP COUNSELORS at Camp Sea Gull (boys)
and Camp Seafarer (girls). Serving as a camp counselor is a
challenging and rewarding opportunity to work with young
people, ages 7-16. Sea Gull and Seafarer are health and
character development camps located on the coast of North
Carolina and feature sailing, motorboating, and seamanship,
plus many usual camping activities including a wide variety
of major sports. Qualifications include a genuine interest
in young people, ability to instruct in one phase of the
camps' programs, and excellent references. For further
information and application, please write a brief resume' of
training and experience in area(s) skilled to Don Cheek,
Director, Camps Sea Gull/Seafarer, P. 0. Box 10976, Raleigh,
Nor^ "arolin- 27605.
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Students. Faculty. Staff.
Now get big savings on
Texas Instruments Portable
Professional Computer.

i

Feb. 15th
issue
Deliver
your
Valentines
to
The Tiget j
office,
906
by 9 p.m.,
Feb. 10.
(Not more
than 15

words)
)mmmmmmmmmmmmml

The Tl Portable Professional Computer is
every bit as powerful as the desktop Tl
Professional Computer—ideal for college and
on into your career. It's identical to it in
every way except size: 128K bytes of RAM,
expandable to 768K. Five expansion slots.
Room for one or two floppy diskette drives.
Or move all the way up to a 10 megabyte
Winchester hard disk.

You get the superior keyboard. High resolution graphics. Greater expansion flexibility.
You gain: In portability. In convenience. You
can lock it in your closet when you go out.
Take it home on semester break. Take it to
the lab if you need to. Or have it all the time
right on your desk. You won't find this much
power and value anywhere at such an
economical price.

tow^^g y^ LD. Offer Lited to students, faculty, and staff of Uu, campus.
MEMORY
SIZE

FLOPPY
MIVES

128K

ONE
TWO
TWO

12SK
255K

COLOR MONITOR
SIM. RETAIL

SPECIAL PRICE

MONOCHROME MONITOR
SUfi. RETAIL

SPECIAL PRICE

$2,295

$1,145

S3.295

$1,405
$1,845

$2,095

$1,325

$3,465

$1,745

$2,065

$1,445

$2,895

Don't wait. Supplies are limited. Offer ends March 15, 1985.
For further information, contact:

Computer Center
656-3494
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Union committee
'changes its image'
by Jon Loughmiller
copy editor
The Central Dance and Concert
Committee (CDCC) has an image
problem, according to James
Buckley, chairman of the committee. "The concert committee
has gotten stereotyped as booking country and western shows,"
he said.
"In 1985, we've tried to change
that image. We've been booking
rock shows and new music in
Edgar's for variety, and we're
hoping to expand even more.
"Also, the committee is trying
new channels of publicity. We're
working more closely with the
campus radio station, WSBF; we
have 'Edgar's Update' every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. and Thursday at 4 p.m., and it updates
everyone on the bands coming to
Edgar's. During the update, one
or more tracks from the upcoming artists will be played."
This semester, bands sponsored by CDCC in Edgar's have
included the Killer Whales and
the White Animals. Upcoming
bands include the Accelerators
Feb. 15, the Heartfixers March 1,
and The Rare on March 2, according to Buckley.
But the CDCC does not sponsor shows only in Edgar's; it also
sponsors shows in Littlejohn
Coliseum and Tillman Hall, including the upcoming Hall and
Oates concert.
"Hall and Oates is a show done
in conjunction with Beach Club
[a major promotion company],
and it's a chance for the University
Union and the concert committee
to share in what will hopefully be
profits," said Buckley. "We've

already gone past the break-even
point."
The concert committee is hoping to profit even more by sponsoring Shadowfax this Sunday,
Feb. 10, at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Auditorium. "This show Sundav
night is a jazz-rock show that we
hope will appeal to another audience," said Buckley.
Whether the Shadowfax concert succeeds or fails, CDCC is
responsible for it. "We're responsible for all the shows we sponsor," said Buckley. "If it's an
Edgar's show, it's our entire
responsibility.
"If it's a coliseum show, like
Hall and Oates, the weeks prior
to the concert, the concert committee is responsible for various
aspects of putting on a successful show. Those aspects include:
hospitality, as in what they [the
performers] want backstage,
their meals, their motel rooms;
publicity, both on and off campus; and security.
"And we have junior staff coordinators, who are responsible for
getting volunteers to help out
and work at the shows."
Buckley also gives a lot of
credit to Mike Arnold, adviser
for CDCC, and Bill Mandicott,
student program director. "If it
wasn't for them," said Buckley,
"things would not run smoothly.
They're vital. If it wasn't for
them, there wouldn't be shows
around here."
Anyone interested in helping
out or joining CDCC, should call
the University Union at 2461.
"Anyone's welcome to join the
committee," said Buckley. "It's
a great opportunity to learn."

Add passion to
your punch with
Everclear 190
proof grain
alcohol.

EVERCIEAR
ALCOHOL

We Bust Hunger!v>
You never know when
you'll be attacked. It could
happen at lunch, dinner
or late at night You might
be alone or in a crowd.
When hunger attacks, be
prepared.
Fightback!
Wherever you are, help is
only minutes away.
Domino's Pizza will send
a professional to your
door in 30 minutes or less
to "bust" your hunger with
a hot, delicious, mouthwatering pizza from the
originators of free 30
minute delivery.

Call America's favorite
pizza delivery people
whenever you want the
taste of hot, delicious,
custom-made pizza.
Free delivery in 30
minutes or less, or your
pizza is $3.00 off!
654-3082
300 College Avenue
Hours:
11AM-2AMSun.-Thurs.
11AM-3AMFri.&Sat.
Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
e
1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Order a delicious 12"
pizza or 16" pizza with
any two toppings and
get $1.50 OFF!
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 2/27/85
Our 12"pizza has 8 slices
serving 2-3 persons. Our
16" pizza has 12 slices
serving 4-6 persons.
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EVERCLEAR POSTER OFFER
For your full color IS" x 22" Everclear
Everclear Poster Offer
poster, send $3.00 in check, money order 500 3rd Avenue West
or use your Mastercard or Visa to:
Seattle, WA 98119

$6.49

Order a delicious 12"
pepperoni pizza with two
servings of Coke® after
10PM and you pay only
S8.49/
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 2/27/85

Address...

City State.

_Zip_

46
SignatureMastercard Q

ft

$1.50
OFF

POSTER

II

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Visa D

Account 0

_Exp._

Order shipped within 48 hours. Offer good in US only. Offer void where prohibited
by law. No product purchase necessary. Everclear bottled by World Wide Distilled
Products Company, St. Louis, MO 63139. Everclear, the ultimate mixer, use in moderation, not intended for consumption unless muted with non-alcoholic beverages.

Our 12" pizza has 8 slices
serving 2-3 persons.
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Budget-

—
continued from page one
or prior calendar year, and (3) not
having parents claim students as
deductions in the current or prior
calendar year.
All aid applicants under 22
years of age (except orphans and
wards of the court) would be
classified as dependent. Those
who are 22 years of age and
above would have to show
evidence of self-support and
would have to meet current
criteria for independent status.
Beginning in 1987, the administration wants to replace all
current student aid, except
GSL's, with a "single state
block" grant program. The

responsibility for allocating this
aid and mixture of grants, jobs,
and direct loans would be determined by the states and the
schools.
Marvin Carmichael, director of
financial aid, said, based on this
information, the budget cuts
would have a dramatic effect on
students. He estimated that
20-25 percent of guaranteed student loans and 20-30 percent of
the direct student sloans would
be affected.
Carmichael urges all students
to write to their Congressman
about the changes, whether they
are in favor of or against this
package.

KAPPA ALPHA PSI AND PIZZA PUB
ARE SPONSORING THE FIRST ANNUAL
KAPPA INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT
K.I.T.
SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS:
FRIDAY, FEB. 8
6:00 FIRST 3 GAMES OF FIRST ROUND
7:00 SECOND GAMES OF FIRST ROUND
NEWSCENTER 4 VS. WSPA-TV7
9:00 FREE BEER AT PIZZA PUB AT 10% OFF ALL FOOD
WITH YOUR GAME TICKET STUB, $1.00 WITHOUT
SATURDAY, FEB. 9
8:00 THE GAMES BEGIN
10:00 THE PARTY BEGINS * THE REQUEST-LINE JAM *
THERE WILL BE A DEATH VALLEY DIAMONDS STEPSHOW PLUS A SPECIAL SURPRISE.
ADMISSION $2.00
SUNDAY, FEB. 10
2:00 SEMI-FINAL GAMES
3:00 CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
VLL GAMES HELD AT THE FIKE REC. CENTER
DONATIONS 50<t
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
FIKE RECREATION CENTER
SAUNA ROOM OPEN IN FIKE
HOURS:

MON - THU

12-2 p.m.
4-6 p.m.

FRIDAY

12-2 p.m.

SOCCER
REGISTER TEAMS
PLAY BEGINS

FEB. 4-13
FEB. 18

REGISTER TEAMS
PLAY BEGINS

FEB. 4-13
FEB. 26

—
—
—
—

Roses
Carnations
Balloon bouquets
Corsages and
boutonnleres
— FTD Valentines
Specials!

VtVA'
Hem«*f thm
HALF FOUND
Not your ordinary fastfood Bunrtto. Taco Vivas
Burritos are full of more
of the good things—
l*e fresh meat, real
lettuce. Mora to munch.
And definitely not for
llrttfali ■ urn 1 aA i ■
iiyntweiQtits.

nmmm^msfMmum

»Tw»Tac~a»d 8
glAVgtSottDrlaktt
8.tt9«SlL
Expires 2/14/85

Place your Valentines'
orders early to avoid
the last minute rush.
654-3131
MORGANS FLOWERS & GIFTS
DOWNTOWN

Student
Government
elections
approaching
by Eleanor Dreher
staff writer
Those students who are interested in running for student
body president and vice presi
dent must file petitions no later
than 5 p.m. Friday, Feb. 8.'
To be qualified, students must
have a gpr of at least 2.3 and
must have at least 60 credit
hours to run for president and at
least 45 credit hours to run for
vice president.
Officers are elected by majority
ballot. This year's election date is
Tuesday, March 5. If a run-off is
necessary, it will be held March
19. Polls are open on election day
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Once elected, candidates will
take office Tuesday, March 26.

The Tiger
needs
writers,
typists,
copy
readers,

i—-Head Hunters—- HNRSTYLISTS —-

TfiTDAY-'BUD- 75*
SAT.-ffleHEL0B=75*
y//6# Stak mCLEMSDN

Women $9.00
Men
$8.00
(Blow-dry may be extra).style cut*
Special Student Prices

VICTORIA SQUARE
<ln Breezeway)

National officers will be on
campus February 18-22,1985
to meet women interested in
the challenge and excitement of
establishing a new chapter at
Clemson University

photographers,

Alpha Chi Omega

students
:

interested
in
getting

involved.

654-2599
w,w tfW
*

Alpha Chi Omega
is
Coming

[cartoonists,!

and

. Body Waves

For further information
contact:

The Office of Student Life
656-2153
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Exam Schedule
Exam Times
uts
laves

Wednesday
May 1

8-11 a.m.

699

Thursday
May 2

Friday
May 3

12:20 MWF

2:00-3:15 TTh

12:20 MWF,
11:00 TTh

2:00 TTh

Monday
May 6

Tuesday
May 7

8:00 WMF

12:30-1:45 TTh

2:30 MWF

1:25 MWF

8:00 MTWF

12:30 TTh

2:30 MW,
2:00 TTh

1:25 MWF,
12:30 TTh

2:30 MWF,
2:00 T

1:25 MWF,
12:30 T

2:30 MWF,
2:00 Th

1:25 MWF,
12:30 Th

Saturday
May 4

8:00 MWThF

12:20 MWF,
11:00 T

8:00 MTWThF

12:20 MWF,
11:00 Th

8:00 MTThF

Wednesday
May 8

2:30 MW
.

2:30 MF

1-4 p.m.

6:30-9:30 p.m.

All Wed. night
classes meeting
after
4:40 p.m.

8:00-9:15 TTh

9:30-10:45 TTh

11:15 MWF

9:05 MW

8:00 TTh

9:30 TTh

11:15 MW

10:10 MW

9:05 MF

11:15 MF

10:10 WF

9:05 WF

11:15 MF

10:10 MF

9:05 MWF,
9:30 TTh

11:15 MWF,
11:00 TTh

10:10 MWF,
9:30 TTh

9:05 MWF,
9:30 T

11:15 MWF,
11:00 T

10:10 MWF,
9:30 T

9:05 MWF,
9:30 Th

11:15 MWF,
11:00 Th

10:10 MWF,
9:30 Th

4:40 MWF
All Thursday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

E*»»>»»!»Ti
Mr

3:30-4:45 TTh

3:35 MWF

3:30 TTh

3:35 MWF,
2:00 TTh

KdVCJ
3
^

VALENTINE'S

DAY.
THE BALLOONERY
Clemson, S.C.

654-8026

Li

11:00-12:15 TTh
11:00 TTh

All Tuesday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

All Monday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

'«

(j?■■W^J< / GIVE YOUR
vfJi? I>"TEDDY BEAR"
<^^h^V
A BALLOON
l5nBR
BOUQUET FOR

/T^Wt

10:10 MWF

9:05 MWF

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
AT CLEMSON

«1

THE BLOCK "C" CLUB WOULD LIKE TO SPONSOR
A SPECIAL OLYMPIC GAMES TO BE HELD ON
CAMPUS IN APRIL. THE CLUB WILL NEED HELP
FROM INDIVIDUALS AND CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS.
THERE WILL BE AN ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

-

TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AND COLLECT NAMES
OF VOLUNTEERS. ANYONE INTERESTED IN

STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for girls interested in being
counselors-activity instructors in a private girls'
camp located in Hendersonville, N.C.
Instructors needed especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback Riding, Tennis,
Backpacking, Archery, Canoeing, Gymnastics,
Crafts; Also Basketball, Computers, Soccer,
Cheerleading, Drama, Nature Study, Field
Hockey. If your school offers a Summer
Internship program we will be glad to help.
Inquiries—Morgan Haynes, P.O. Box 400C,
Tryon, NC 28782.

PARTICIPATING PLEASE ATTEND THE MEETING,
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10, AT 8:00 P.M. IN
THE SENATE CHAMBERS.
ALAN WERTZ
656-2127
BLOCK "C"CLUB
P.O. BOX 31
CLEMSON, S.C. 29633
•

t
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SENIOR
STAFF
ELECTIONS
THE TIGER

*m

The Tiger will hold senior staff elections Sunday,
March 3, at 2 p.m. All positions are available, and
no journalistic experience is necessary.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS SUNDAY, MARCH 3, AT
12 NOON. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE TIGER
OFFICES, 906 STUDENT UNION, ABOVE THE LOGGIA.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

ill
Editor in Chief
Editorial Page Editor
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
News Editor
Assistant News Editor

Features Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Head Photographer
Cartoonist

Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Associate Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Office Manager

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

The Tiger
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Feelin' Great, a program for first through
sixth graders, is held at the YMCA on Tuesday and Thursday from 4 to 5 p.m. It includes aerobic dance and fitness exercise.
Call 654-2361 for more information.
The Collegiate Civitans will sponsor a
kissing booth Wednesday, Feb. 13, in the
Union Plaza from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. All
money raised will benefit the American
Heart Association.
The Clemson Campus Ministers Association is sponsoring an ecumenical gettogether at St. Andrew's Church Wednesday, Feb. 13. The talk will feature
Dr. Rebecca Marcon and is titled "When I
say I love you, do you know what I
mean?" It is a talk on commitment and
future relationships. St. Andrew's is
located on the corner of Sloan and Edwood Streets, and the talk will begin at
7:30 p.m.
Anyone interested in throwing frisbee,
playing frisbee golf, or hackysacking is invited to the Frisbee Club's drop-in from 8
to 11 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 12, at Edgars.
Everyone is welcome.
The Clemson Geographical Society will
meet Thursday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m. in
111 Hardin Hall. Everyone with interests
in world geography and international
issues is encouraged to support this new
student organization. Dr. Joe Arbena of
the history department will give a presentation on "Argentina's Changing Role in
Latin America."
There will be a Valentine Party for the
Black History Month featuring DJ
Mr. Magic in the Purple Room of Clemson

iger

D

House Feb. 15 at 8 p.m. The fee is $3.
Everyone is invited.
Nominations for outstanding female
undergraduate students, graduate
students, and faculty and staff members
are welcome from students, faculty, and
staff. Call 3238 for details.
Alpha Chi Omega will soon become the
newest sorority on campus. The Feb. national colonization team will include both
national officers and national headquarters' staff members. These women
will be on campus Feb. 18-22. Anyone interested in colonization rush can sign up
for an informal meeting through the office of Student Life.
CLASSIFIEDS
The Clemson Typing Service offers professional word processing to students and
faculty at reasonable rates. Call 654-8124
after 5:30 and anytime on weekends.
Surprise your sweetheart with a singing
valentine or tell your worst enemy what
you really think of him. Delivered and
sung by Mu Beta Psi brothers Feb. 14.
Sold in front of the dining halls Feb. 8 and
11-13. Reasonable prices.
Send your sweetheart or friend a
balloon bouquet for Valentine's Day. On
sale Feb. 11,12, and 13 outside Harcombe
and Schilleter. Delivered Feb. 14 and
sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma.
Want to be an RA? Anyone interested
in being a Resident Assistant for the
1985-86 school year must attend a
meeting at 7:00 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 10 in
the Calhoun Courts Commons meeting

room. Job responsibilities will be discussed
and applications distributed by Housing
Office administrators.

SID buddy.

Part-time delivery jobs open. Car needed.
Apply in person at Chanelo's.

Stupid human trick #1. Q: How many
trips through a drive-thru does it take the
sports editor to get his food? A: TWO—
one to pay for it and one to pick it up.

M. Collins—be prepared for a surprise
soon. A working buddy.

Auditions! For the student-faculty/staff
Talent Show sponsored by Mu Beta Psi.
Prizes awarded for each category. Also a
grand prize. Applications in 717 Strode
Tower or the Union Desk. Last day to
register is Tuesday, March 5. For more information call Tracy Garrett at 656-8905.

Cub Rutter—Are burnt chocolate chip
cookies and reheated spaghetti part of your
gourmet repertoire?—Room 109.

Look! Get two albums for only $9.99.
Choose from rock, country, jazz, gospel,
etc. Great way to build up your album collection. Call Tracy Garrett at 656-8905 or
Mu Beta Psi Lounge at 656-8984 or ask
any Mu Beta Psi member for information.

Hubert—Been eatin' any chocolate
cheesecake lately?—July.

Lost: Old, oval, gold and silver merchant marine pin. Strong sentimental
value. Vicinity: College of Nursing. Date:
Jan. 30. Reward. Call 656-3078 days.
Summer jobs available! Cruise Liners
and Resort Hotels now hiring. Many positions available. For application write to
Tourism Personnel Services, P.O. Box
350218, Tampa, FL 33695-0218.
PERSONALS
"E" Dog—Happy Birthday! You're
getting really old! We were going to get
you something, but she was busy. That's
o.k.—she doesn't like dentures anyway.
Enjoy Macon. Bird "W" Dog and Big
"R" Dog.
FAF—Happy Birthday. Love, your

Happy Birthday Lisa Schweers from all
of your R.A. buddies.

Matt—Don't let the pink underwear
fade! The Canyon Critters.

Trace—I really had a "ball" with you
during the holidays. You're a great friend.
Shay.
Big E—I think a pair of pink flamingo's
would make the perfect Valentine gift.
Love Ya-E.B.
George Davis—I wonder if Clemson is
anything like Georgetown. Maybe not,
but beer's beer. I'll give you a call and
treat you since I owe you one.—The one
who (rudely) tried to take your crown off.
Sorry.
M & R—Haven't heard from you in a
while. I guess that means you're still
unofficially employed, and didn't sell a
crystal party! Love, Dr. Seuss.

Hitting the s

I

^

Vermont resorts prove challenging
For a spring break trip of fun
and excitement long after the cold
weather in Clemson is gone, plan a
trip to one of Vermont's ski
resorts.
Burke Mountain
Burke Mountain, located just
over two hours from Montreal and
Quebec, and three hours from
Boston, could provide a relaxing
break from school.
Burke Mountain, which boasts
unhurried skiing, short lift lines,
and a pleasant atmosphere,
includes a beginner/intermediate
area, three open slopes, and two
.trails. The lift ticket for this resort
^includes the use of the chairlift and
J-bar.
Rental equipment is available at
the resort as are ski instructions.
Condominium lodging on the slopes
lets you ski from your door to the
lift.
Along with skiing, Burke offers
camping, hiking, swimming,
fishing, biking, and tennis. The
resort is surrounded by 10,000
acres of peaceful land called
Darling State Park.

Nearby, sledding, ice fishing, ice
skating, and ski jumping are all
available for winter travelers.
For more information call
(802) 626-3305.
Mount Snow
Mount Snow, which considers
itself New England's most
accessible major resort, is only two
and a half hours from Boston and
four and a half hours from New
York City.
The resort offers skiing on three
separate mountain faces, served by
13 lifts, including two skis-on
gondolas and 10 chairlifts. This ■lift
system provides the greatest
summit lift capacity in New
England.
The resort also boasts the largest
snowmaking-system in southern
Vermont with 80 percent of the
mountain blanketed by
snowmaking.
The 55 trails at Mount Snow are
accessible to students through
college Snowbreak programs. The
final week for special college rates
is March 17-22. Even though it is
spring, Mount Snow should be

# '

characterized as powdery. Last
year the area received five feet of
snow in March alone.
Five-day lift and lodging
packages start at $154. For
reservations or more information
call 800-451-4443.
Killington
Seven months of the year,
Killington's slopes and trails are
in use. With five mountains,
Killington is packed with
challenging moguls, jumps, and
steep trails.
Killington, which is in central
Vermont, calls itself "The Skier's
Mountain." Lodging is available in
all shapes and sizes. Chalets,
condominiums, country inns—there
are over 90 places to stay in the
area.
The resort offers many slopes,
lifts, programs, and clinics. From
4earning how to tune your own skis
to trying on all kinds of
demonstration skis, the Killington
trip can be a learning as well as
relaxing skiing adventure.
Call (802) 422-3711 for more
information on Killington.

Picture yourself whizzing
down the slopes of the
beautiful ski resorts of Vail,
Colo. Over spring break the
Clemson University ski club
will be doing just that.
The club is going on an
eight-day trip from the first
Tuesday of spring break to
the following Tuesday,
according to Club President
Scott Seibel. Besides the
obvious, the club plans to
enjoy such activities as
cooking out (if the weather
permits) and a little partying
as well.
This March trip to Vail is
not the only trip the club
sponsors: It tries to plan at
least two big trips a year.
Over this past Christmas,
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Southern K/
for fun, sh rti
Most of us cannot afford a
vacation to Vermont or Colorado,
but that doesn't mean we have to
give up our dreams of speeding
down the snow-covered slopes.
There are many ski resorts within
driving distance of Clemson that
offer excitement and challenge to
even the most experienced skier.
Even peoDle who have never
been on skis can have fun. Each
of these resorts has beginners'
slopes and trained skiers on hand to
provide either group or private
lessons.
Below is a list of many of the ski
resorts in this area along with their
locations and the number of ski
slopes they have.
Sky Valley
Sky Valley comprises 2,136 acres
in the Blue Ridge Mountains of
northeast Georgia. The resort
straddles the North Carolina line,
and the Georgia portion is encompassed by the incorparated city of
Sky Valley.
As the southernmost ski resort in
the United States, it cannot be
assured of a steady snowfall, so
most of the snow covering its three
slopes is man-made.
Scaly Mountain
Scaly Mountain is the
southernmost ski area in North
America. It is only a two-hour drive
from Greenville. There are four trails
covered with machine-made snow,
including a 1200-foot advanced trail
that comes together with the
1600-foot intermediate slope for a
long 2800-foot run.
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Wolff el
Wolff rel is a 5,000-acre resort
with If ss, including one beginner, thi jtermediate, four
advancd jtermediate, and two
expert, Laurel founders believe
their exj slope to be the steepest
pitch i (South.
Ther[ is located in Mars Hill,
N.C, 21 is north of Asheville.
Catf
Cab |ee is located in the
Smoky! itains above Maggie
Valley! Eight slopes are
availalj iging from beginner to
advancl
Thej is located at an
elevatil 15,400 feet, and its
annual! age snowfall of 50 inches
is suppT ited by man-made snow.
Seve nh
Sevepils is located between
Boone inville, N.C. It has
seven i available, the longest
one rui from an altitude of
4,819 1 the way to the ski
lodge- al of 2,650 feet,
The has a limited ticket
sales P which helps to ensure
shorteipnes and less crowding
on the

««&

five guys and four girls. It
competes as a member of the
Southern Collegiate Skiing
Conference. Competitions are
usually held at Beech
Mountain Ski Resort, near
Boone, N.C. The team
competes against other
members of the SCSC,
including Appalachian State
University, University of
North Carolina, Washington
& Lee, University of
Virginia, and Virginia
Polytechnical University.
According to Seibel, the
club has a great time on all
of its planned outings.
Anyone interested in the ski
club or its activities should
get in touch with Scott
Seibel.

rn :/ resorts make
, sh er escapes
Fairfil Sapphire Valley
Fi Sapphire Valley is
located] lapphire, N.C, three
miles i lof Cashiers. It has four
main [designed to
the novice and the
accoi
expert] [longest run available is
2400 nd tobogganing is
offeredl tain times during the
winterj iths.

LisaMcCIain,

#

Bob Ellis,
and
Jan Jordan
Artwork by
John Norton

STUDENTS
SKI INFORMATION 1985

cSS

Ski Beech
Ski Beech, located on Beech
Mountain, N.C, is the highest ski
area in the eastern United States,
with an elevation of 5,505 feet.
The resort has 12 slopes and
trails, the longest being 1.5 miles.
Appalachian
Appalachian Ski Mountain is
located on the crest of the scenic
Blue Ridge Mountains, in the heart
of "North Carolina Ski Country."
Modern snowmaking equipment and
grooming help maintain the best
possible snow conditions.
Sugar Mountain
With 16 slopes, Sugar Mountain
has the largest number of runs of
any resort in the area. It is located
in Banner Elk, N.C. The resort's
snowmaking capabilities have been
doubled in the past two years, and
according to its brochure, "Sugar is
the sweetest skiing in the east."
Ober Gatlinburg
Ober Gatlinburg has a total of 10
slopes, ranging from "easiest" to
"most difficult," and boasts the
"world's largest aerial tramway,"
which carries its passengers from
downtown Gatlinburg directly to the
ski slopes.
The resort is located in the city of
Gatlinburg which offers a diversity
of activities and entertainment.
With all these ski resorts just a few
hours away, why not dust off your
skis, gather up your friends, and head
for the mountains this weekend.

EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

LIFT

EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

LOCATION

TIME

LIFT

Appalachian
(704) 295-7828

Day
Night

$10.00
9.00

4.00
4.00

$18.00
8.00

$ 9.00
5.00

Beech Mountain
(704) 387-2011
1-800-438-2093

Day
Night

18.00
12.00

10.00
8.00

22.00
12.00

12.00
8.00

10.00
10.00

8.00
7.00

21.00

12.00

10.00
10.00

4.00
3.00

15.00
15.00

5.00
3.00

Scaly Mountain
Day
8.00
6.00
1-704-526-3737
Night
6.00
6.00
(Special Tues. & Thurs. nights) $10.23 Lift and Rental

15.00
8.00

12.00
6.00

Cataloochee
Day
(704) 926-1401
Night
Mon., Wed., Fit, and Saturday
Sapphire Valley
1-800-438-3421

Day
Night

Sky Valley
(404) 746-5301

Day
Night

8.00
7.00

8.00
7.00

18.00
7.00

12.00
7.00

Sugar Mountain
(704) 898-4521

Day
Night

20.00
14.00

10.00
8.00

25.00
14.00

12.00
8.00

Wolf Laurel
Day
(704) 689-4111
Night
Monday—student night

8.00
7.00
5.00

7.00
7.00
5.00

18.00
7.00

12.00
7.00

Seven Devils
(704) 963-6561

Day
Night

8.00
8.00

5.00
5.00

18.00
8.00

10.00
5.00

Gatlinburg
(800) 251-9202

Day
Night

18.00
18.00

10.00
10.00

22.00
22.00

12.00
12.00

1

I
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OWN A PIECE OF
Sfc CLEM SON Sfc
$

A superb
real estate
investment!!

57,900

;

Including All
Furniture &
Complete
Housewares
Package!!

Seller to lease
back from buyer
at $600.00 mo.
until Aug. 1, 1985

j|

VILLAGE GREEN
TOWNHOMES
*An Exclusive townhouse community nestled between

beautiful oaks, pines and magnolias.
*Located only four blocks from the Clemson University campus;
3 to 4 blocks from several churches; 1 block from the
post office and bank.
*Within same block as Victoria Square Shopping Mall with
several restaurants and stores, physicians and
convenience store.
"Only 3 blocks from beautiful Lake Hartwell and 6-8 blocks
from Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
Visit our modal townhouse, soven days
a week, 10am - 5pm. For after hours &
weekend appointments, eall 654-3444.

pulin

i
living A dining

For complete prospectus and further information, please
call Doyle Burton at. (803) 654-3076

bedroom one

room

£i
IF

kill h> ii

bedroom i**i>

or contact
!

NORTHWESTERN DEVELOPMENT CORP.
101E. Tiger Blvd.
Clemson, SC 29631

■ Name

LI

B. Address.
iir>i Hour

second floor
IWO-BrDKOOM I Ml

| City
I State
Phone Number.

-Zip
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Features
The joke's on you
Practical jokes have been around since
before the invention of dribble glasses
and whoopie cushions, and although many
of us would like to believe that we are
above such nonsense, practical jokes can
still be fun.

Spectrum
USA
McCLAIN

Whenever I think of practical jokes, I
am immediately reminded of a girl named
Jill who lived on my hall in Johnstone
last year. She absolutely loved to scare
people, especially me. She would wait
until she knew I was going to be out of
the room for a few minutes, and then she
would sneak in and hide in my closet.
After I came back, she would wait as
long as five minutes and then jump out
and scare me. No matter how often she
did this, she never failed to scare me. As
I sat on the bed holding my heart, she
would just stand in front of me and
laugh hysterically.
Jill's favorite place to perform her
practical jokes, however, was the
shower. About once a week she would
steal someone's towel and robe while
that person was taking a shower. Whenever we heard someone screaming, "Jill,
I'm going to kill you!" at the top of her
lungs, we knew she was up to her old
tricks again.
After a while, Jill's antics began to rub
off on other people who lived on the hall.
We spent the next few months shortsheeting each other's beds, putting salt
on each other's toothbrushes, and hiding
rubber snakes under each other's pillows.
One practical joke led to another, more
devious one, until things started to get
out of hand. One of my neighbors came
home one day to find that almost everything she owned had been turned upside
down—books, posters, albums, and
everything in her closet.
I, too, was the victim of foul play. I
came home one day to find that my side
of the room was covered with toilet
paper. I found it in my bed, refrigerator,
medicine cabinet, and desk drawer, as
well as my coat pockets and shoes.
Every time I thought I had found all
of it, I would pull something out of my
closet that I hadn't worn in a while, stick
my hand in the pocket, and pull out a
handful of toilet paper.
The best practical joke I have heard ofinvolves sprinkling grape Kool-aid
under someone's top sheet. The idea is
that the person will get in the bed without noticing it, and during the night his
body heat will melt the Kool-aid and he
wakes up purple.
I never tried this joke out on anyone,
though, because I was afraid of revenge.
The victim of any practical joke will
almost certainly retaliate, but I would
hate to think how the victim of this sort
of joke would obtain vengeance.
The best kind of practical jokes are
those that are virtually harmless to the
victim. A little embarrassment is acceptable, but dying your friend purple may
be overstepping those boundaries.
The next time you are looking for a little fun to break the monotony of classes
and homework, try out a practical joke
on your roommate or a friend.
Beware, though. They will get you
back.

Fire Department urges awareness
by Lisa McClain
features editor
and Eleanor Dreher
staff writer
When a person hears a fire alarm in his
or her dorm, the reaction is often one of
confusion. The Clemson University Fire
Department is now taking steps to minimize such confusion in the future.
"We are in the process of developing a
public awareness program," said Fire
Chief Jack Abraham. The purpose of the

program is to educate students on fire
safety principles and what to do in case of
a fire.
This education includes informing
students of what to do when they hear an
alarm, how to use the extinguisher and
hose in the cabinets on their hall, and
what to do if smoke has filled the hallway
and they are trapped in their room.
Abraham said the progrm, which is expected to be ready for full implementation
by next fall, will consist of a specialized
presentation in each dorm by the fire

photo by Rob Biggerstafl, head photographer

fighters. Following the program will be an
actual fire drill.
Some of the confusion associated with
fire alarms has to do with the fact that
there are so many false alarms. Abraham
said that when there is a real alarm, people often think it is a false alarm and do
not evacuate the building.
"Last year we had 89 (false alarms),
which comprised about 24 percent of our
calls," he said. "The safety of students,
pedestrains, and firefighters is jeopardized
everytime we have to answer a false
alarm."
Abraham said that students who are
caught pulling a fire alarm will be kicked
out of the dormitory, and a repeat offense
will result in expulsion from the university.
A reward is offered for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of a
person who pulls a fire alarm.
"It is impossible for us to patrol the
hallways," he said. "We would prefer that
the students police themselves."
In case of a real emergency, however,
the fire department is always ready. All
calls that come in are received by the
police department, and they alert the fire
station by radio. The dispatcher then tells
them the nature and location of the alarm,
and they respond.
Five firefighters are on duty at all
times, as are two student EMTs (emergency medical technicians) and two student firefighters, Abraham said. There is
also a fire inspector who "inspects all the
buildings to see that they are in compliance with safety standards" and 10
volunteers, who are mostly from outside
the campus.

Fire Chief Jack Abraham hopes awareness program will inform students about fire
safety.

Denmark influenced by its history
by Tina Krebs
guest writer
The Denmark I am from is not a small
town in South Carolina, the capital of
Sweden, or a part of West Germany. It is
a small country with a population of
around 5 million people.

Around the
World
My Nordic country consists of one peninsula, Jutland, two large islands, Fyn
and Zealand, and hundreds of beautiful
smaller islands.
The neighboring countries are Sweden,
Norway, and West Germany. Denmark is
bordered by the North Sea on the west
and the Baltic Sea on the southeast.
When people hear about the Danes,
they often picture a huge Viking running
around in the cold snow. The winter can
be very cold, but normally we get a lot of
cold rain and sleet. The last two weeks of
May to the first two weeks of August are
usually warm (about 72 °).
I live 45 miles west of our capital,
Copenhagen, which has a population of
one million people. Copenhagen is packed
into a small area compared to that of
American cities; it only takes half an hour
to drive from one side of the city to the
other.
Public transportation is very organized
in Denmark, so a person is not lost if he is
not the lucky owner of a car, The ticket
prices for public transportation are low,
but the user has already paid a good sum
through his taxes to support the system.
The average Dane pays 50 percent of
his income in taxes. Through the high
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Fredriksborg Castle is the most valuable historical museum in Denmark.

taxes the Danish people are sure to get
the proper medical treatment if needed,
and they will only have to pay ten percent
of the bill.
Even though Denmark has a parliamentary democracy, in which political parties'
are elected by the Danish people, the
Danish king still exists. He cannot be involved in politics and appears mostly as a
diplomatic figure.
Denmark is the oldest kingdom in the
world, with a continuous line of kings
dating back to John the Old around 800
A.D.
Approximately 27 percent of
Denmark's labor force is engaged in
manufacturing. The leading industry is
food processing, which includes bacon,
butter, cheese, and beers. Agricultural
products account for about 43 percent of
all exports, while industrial goods account for about 57 percent.

The country's lack of raw materials
forces it to import many items, such as
petroleum and other fuels, machinery and
transportation equipment, metals, and
textile fibers.
Most of Denmark's tourist attractions
are found in Copenhagen. Two of the most
popular ones are the amusement park and
"Little Mermaid," a bronze sculpture based on a character from a fairy tale by
Hans Christian Andersen. There are also
many fascinating castles and old houses
scattered all over Denmark.
The Danish people are friendly, but not
as open and forward in their way of
meeting new people as some Americans
appear to be.
If you ever plan to visit Denmark, the
best way would be to take a bike. The
countryside is mostly cultural farmland,
and there are not any mountains that
would make a bike ride unpleasant.
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SHADOWFAX in concert!
contemporary rock and jazz . . ,
Feb. 10
8 p.m.
Tillman Auditorium
Tickets $2 advance, $3 day of show

Check out some CULTURE!
Jazz Pianist, Ojeta Penn
Feb. 15, 1985
8 p.m., Daniel Auditorium
Students $1, Public $2
Tickets available at Daniel
Box Office on Feb. 15, 7 p.m.
Florida Ballet
Feb. 26
8 p.m., Tillman Auditorium
$4 Students, $6 Public
Tickets at Union Box Office
SURPRISE YOUR VALENTINE
WITH A GIF FROM

Would you like to see Kenny
Rogers and Dolly Parton FREE?

Spring Break is just around
the corner—make plans NOW
for your vacation at
the Travel Center

JUST $6.00 BUYS YOUR VALENTINE AN
ASSORTED BOX OF BRACH'S CANDIES
AND A SWEETHEART ROSE.

Be an usher and get the
chance! Sign up at the
Union Information Desk.

WE WILL DELIVER FREE ON CAMPUS.

Not sure what to do
with your free time?
Take a Union Short
Course!
At Edgar's:
Feb. 7-8-"Next Generation" Band, 9 p.m., $1
Feb. 11 —Short Course "California Wines," 7 p.m.
Feb. 14—Ray Fogg, guitarist, 8 p.m., $1.
Sponsored by the Coffeehouse
Committee
Remember, Edgar's is your variety
entertainment center!

What short courses would you
like to have? The union short
course committee is looking
for ideas for next fall's
programming. If you have a
suggestion, or are interested in
teaching or joining a
committee, come by the Union
Information Desk.

Winetasting:
California Wines
Feb. 11—$5
Italian Wines
Feb. 18-$5
Alcohol Awareness
Feb. 13-FREE
CPR
Feb. 21,26-$12

Does music EXCITE you?
MOVE you? MAKE YOU HAPPY?
Then, CDCC is for you! Meet
with the Central Dance and
Concert Committee each
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
CDCC lounge in the YMCA.

Advanced
Cross-Country Skiing
Feb. 19, 23, 24
$68
fee includes equipment,
transportation, and meals for
two days of skiing at Cone
State Park in North Carolina

Stained Glass Making
Feb. 19,21,26,28
$30 includes all
materials

BIG BAM BOOM GIVE-AWAY!
Enter it and you could win
two front-row seats to the
Hall and Oates concert,
dinner for two at the Union
Canteen (including
tablecloth and candles and
table service!) PLUS two
backstage passes to meet
Hall and Oates!
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Entertainment
Don't forget
your sweetie
Saint Valentine's Day is here—almost.
Have you thought about what you are
going to give your sweetheart? I have
already purchased and arranged the
delivery of the Valentine gift to my
sweetie.
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If you haven't decided what to give
your valentine—you still have time to
consider the options.
Traditional Valentine Gifts
Gifts traditionally given on
Valentine's Day include cards, flowers,
and candy. There is nothing wrong with
these gifts. I don't know any girl who
would turn up her nose at a dozen roses,
or any guy who wouldn't appreciate a
valentine card.
The University Union caters to the
traditional romantic. The Union is offering an assorted box of Brach's candies
and a sweetheart rose that will be
delivered on campus for $6. If this is the
route you would like to take, place your
order by Feb. 10.
You can be both original and traditional by writing your sweetheart a
poem or love song. However, if you are
not quite that creative, there are other
original alternatives.
Valentine Cakes
The Clemson House dining hall offers
heart-shaped pound cakes with white icing, a pink rosebud, and a message. You
can choose from "I Love You," "Be My
Valentine," "Happy Valentine's Day,"
"I'm Yours," "You're Special," or you
can create your own message of four
words or less. A small cake is $2.50 and
a large is $4. To order a valentine cake
call Elaine or Marilyn at 656-2044, or
stop by the Clemson House dining hall.
Singing Valentines
Mu Beta Psi is offering a variety of
songs to be sung to your sweetheart (or
not-so-sweetheart). The "singing valentines" will be delivered on the evening of
Valentine's Day. You can purchase a
message in front of the dining halls
Feb. 7-8 and 11-13. The price is two for
$1 or $.75 each.
Balloons
Instead of a bouquet of flowers, send a
bouquet of balloons. Tiger Balloons,
located on College Avenue, offers a
variety of messages on foil balloons and
an assortment of colors of the regular
balloons. If you want to send balloons,
call 654-4305.
Valentine's Greeting
If you would like to confess your love
in print—here's your chance. "The
Tiger" will print up to a 15-word
message in the Feb. 14 issue. You have
nothing to lose; the messages are free.
Deliver the message to The Tiger office
by 9 p.m., Feb. 10.
But when Saint Valentine's Day arrives, be sure not to do one thing—that
is, be sure not to forget family and
friends to whom you wish to express your
love. Cards and gifts are not limited to
sweethearts; your parents, grandparents, sisters, brothers, roommates, and
other friends will also appreciate something on Valentine's Day.

Dancer strives for perfection
by Ernest Gibbs
staff writer

Dancing her way through most of her
life, Anita Westbrook has continued to be
an accomplished dancer and a steadfast
student.

Center
Stage
A native of Greenville, Anita is a junior
majoring in accounting. She started dancing when she was three years old. "Most
parents want their daughters to take a
dance class or ballet. My parents enrolled
me in a regular dance class, and I haven't
stopped since," she said.
In high school, Anita performed in a
ballet production and also in the Spoleto
Festival held annually in Charleston.
After joining the Clemson Dancers in
1982, Anita went on to become vice president during the spring semester of her
freshman year, and in the spring semester
of her sophomore year she has become executive director of the Clemson Dancers.
"Being the executive director puts me in
charge of the performing part of the production. I'm in charge of auditions and
choreographing," she said.
Anita enjoys many aspects of dancing
with the Clemson Dancers, but enjoys
choreographing their productions the
most. "I really like working with the other
dancers and putting together the dance
steps," she said. "Getting ready for a performance really excites me. I enjoy the anticipation."
As the executive director, Anita has to
see to it that every other member involved
in a production does his job. This includes
duties such as publicity, getting the
itinerary ready for the programs, and
stage directions.
Anita can in some ways be described as
a workaholic when it comes to dancing. "I
like the 'work' involved in getting
prepared for the performance. It takes
time, but once the final touches have been
put on a production and the performance
comes off well, it leaves you with the feeling of a great accomplishment."

photo by Bryan Fortune, senior stall photographer

Anita Westbrook choreographs the Clemson Dancer's performances.

Not limited to one type of dance, Anita
also performs ballet, tap, and jazz
routines. She doesn't, however, have a
preference of the three.
Wanting to keep in touch with dancing

after she graduates, Anita plans to teach.
Anita strives to perform her best. She
seems to know where she's going and
what she wants. Anita Westbrook is very
much "on the jazz."

Joan Rivers gushes
with Heidi's tales
by Bob Ellis
assistant Advertising manager
"Can we talk?" "Oh, grow
up!" These two phrases are
known to the fans of hilarious
comedienne Joan Rivers. If you
are familiar with Rivers's comedy, you surely want to know the
latest dirt on Heidi Abromowitz,
the tramp.

Book
Review
In fact, in her new book, Joan
Rivers presents not only the
"latest," but a complete, sordid
documentary of Heidi's activities
from crib to marriage. And, boy,
is Heidi ever active!
Although best friend and confidante Joan Rivers is sworn to
secrecy, she breaks down and
tells America all of the dirtiest
details of the life of the girl voted
by her high school companions as
the "girl most likely to . . ."

Rivers begins at the beginning
with the birth of baby Abromowitz.
Promiscuous at birth, Heidi,
unlike most girls of her age,
shuns the Barbie and Ken dolls,
and goes for the real life version.
The Life and Hard Times of
Heidi Abromowitz is a delightfully
explicit version of the life of a virtual unknown from the small
town of Larchmont, N.Y., who
becomes a well-known sexual activist. The audience is carried
with Heidi from her vigorous
adolescence to her dynamic
grand tour of Europe and on into
her married life, her next married
life, and the next. . . . And like
Heidi, the book never seems to
lose any energy.
You might ask about how Heidi
became to be so tmdescriminating.
Well, Rivers includes an entire
family record of the industrious
clan. Whatever the drive is, it
seems to be hereditary. Could it
be that we will be graced with
another member of these
lascivious women? I think that
we should all look twice before
see Heidi, page 21
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Competitive spirit gives guys
an edge in pool tournament
The gang was in for more competition this week. After bowling
and skiing, we decided to play
something the guys could keep
up with.
Pool, we thought, would allow
the males in our group to show
some real masculinity. And they
did

Time Out
with the
Gang
Jan's view
It was Tuesday, 5:30, Tigertown.
Pam and I squared off against
Matt and Bob while Sue, the
shark, played on the next table.
The mood was serious as we took
turns tapping the ball to see who
got to break.
All the games went the same.

The girls dominated until the
eight ball was on the line. Then
the guys took almost all the
games by default.
I won't say they didn't win
fairly; I just wonder how well
they would have done if the rules
allowed us to scratch on the eight
ball.
Ellis's Elucidations
Elucidation means clarification
of sorts, and it certainly became
clear to me that I was not meant
to be a pool player. I started off
pretty well—beginner's luck, I
think it's called. Well, maybe it
was just beginner's luck, but we
still won anyway.
It would have been kind if
Pam, Jan and Matt had told me
the time that I had knocked in
the eight ball without knowing
it. ..
Pam's edge
I really think I should have

had the edge on those guys, since
I was practically raised in a beer
joint (my dad's going to kill me
for that utter nonsense) but
somehow the kids kept up with
me. I must have subconsciously
let the guys keep up With Jan
and me because I really didn't
mean to knock the eight ball in
the corner pocket, and I really
didn't mean to knock the white
ball (as we sharks call the cue
ball) in and scratch the next
game.
I mainly wanted to participate
in this time out so I could get to
one of the bars for a few minutes.
The newspaper does a good job of
keeping me from them.
The pool was fun, but I still
wonder why Dewy wouldn't give
us free beer right off the
bat—we're always trying to pull
some strings, but as usual, it
didn't work. Thanks, though,
Dewy, for the jumper cables and
that one Natural; Tiger Town
should give you a raise for it.
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'Killing Fields' portrays war
by Kelly Winters
staff writer

in Cambodia in the midst of the
intense fighting during the
Vietnam War as journalists.
I went to see The Killing Fields' The first part of the movie covers
with no inkling as to what it was their experiences and problems
about, but I could certainly tell
trying to get the true story of
by the title that it would prob- what was going on back to the
ably be pretty depressing. Good
New York Times.
guess . j_^
The second part has Dith Pran
in a prison camp with Schanberg
back in New York trying to get
him out of the country. (Pran
couldn't leave when Schanberg
did because Pran had no
passport.)
The relationship between the
Based on a true story, The Killing Fields follows an attempt by two friends and fellow journalists
a New York Times reporter named is touching, and both men, Sam
Sydney Schanberg to save his Waterson as Schanberg and Haing
longtime friend and guide in| S. Ngor as Pran; give good and
Cambodia, Dith Pran, from death believable performances. The
under the rule of the Communist film is quite graphic at times but
not unnecessarily so because,
Khmer Rouge. The movie covers
after all, this is a movie about
seven years, from 1973 to 1980.
and
Schanberg and Pran were both

Movie
Review

A Summer Job You Will Love

Gamp Skyline Ranch
Male and Female Positions Open-3 Sessions Girts Camp-1 Session Boys
Camp Skyline Ranch, a private summer camp located in Mentone, Alabama (on top
of Lookout Mountain near Chattanooga), seeks applicants for counselor/instructor
positions. Applicants should be enthusiastic, enjoy children, and have one or more
areas of expertise in the field of physical education. Camp experience is a plus, but
not necessary.
If you are interested in a summer that will allow you personal satisfaction, professional growth, and leadership experience combined with fun in a beautiful setting
and Christian atmosphere, Skyline may be the place for you.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN: ARCHERY, TENNIS, SWIMMING, MUSIC,
ARTS/CRAFTS, COMPUTERS, PROJECT ADVENTURE-ROPES COURSE,
GUITAR, DRAMA, DANCING, CANOEING, HORSEBACK RIDING, SAILING.
MALE SPORTS ALSO INCLUDE FOOTBALL, SOCCER, FISHING, BASKETBALL CAMP CRAFTS, RAPELLING, SAILING, PROJECT ADVENTURE,
40RSEBACK RIDING, SWIMMING, CANOEING, TENNIS.

war.
The only thing I disliked was
the length. At two hours and 15
minutes, it seemed more like
three hours, and by the time the
film ended, I had an extreme case
of the fidgets. There is such a
thing as too much development,
and I think this movie illustrated
it.
The Killing Fields is a film that
gives the viewer a perspective of
the war through the eyes of two
journalists, who are also best
friends, but one is trapped in his
native land and can't get out.
It has a good basic story and
it's on a subject that's important
to think about, but maybe that
subject has been covered a bit
too much by the movie world.
It's also too long by about half an
hour or 45 minutes. Keep that in
mind.

Sydney Schanberg is reunited with Dith Pran in "Killing Fields," a
documentary about the lives of these two reporters during the
Cambodia crises.
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TCBY
The Country's Best YogurL
is here.

A Special
Valentine.

FOR STAFF APPLICATION
SEE DIRECTOR AT:
UNIVERSITY UNION
CAMP PLACEMENT DAY
FEBRUARY 12, 1985
for interview
or
write/call
Larry or Susan Hooks
Directors
P.O. Box 287
Mentone, AL 35984
(205) 634-3201

Sf

GETNTO THE THICK OFJF
Introducing Mazzio's Deep Pan Pizza
FREE DELIVERY AFTER 5 P.M.
DELIVERY HOURS
i:M-10:M Sun.-Thun.
:M-U:M Frl.iW.

e
er

11-10:30 Sun.-Thurs.
11-12:30 Fri. & Sat.

654-9$

TWO DOLLARS
OFF! ORIGINAL CRUST

ONE DOLLAR
OFF! ORIGINAL CRUST

With this coupon, get
two dollars off the
price of any large
Mazzio's pizza.

With this coupon, get
one dollar off the
price of any medium
Mazzio's pizza.

Expires February 14, 1985.
Void with other promotions.

Expires February 14, 1985.
Void with other promotions.

$

3 6iP2 OFF

MAZZIO'S DEEP PAN PIZZA

Present this coupon on your next visit to any
Mazzio's Pizza restaurant.
One coupon per visit, please. Void with other promotions. Expires 2/14/85

Surprise your special Valentine
with a very special Valentine treat:
a Sweetheart Pie from "TCBY"
YogurtiM. And to help you do it,
we're offering the coupon below.
It's a great way to introduce
yourself to our famous "TCBY"
YogurtiM - the richest, smoothest
frozen yogurt in the country,
featuring the great taste of
*«■

premium ice cream.
"TCBY" gives you all of the
pleasure, is 96% fat-free, low in
cholesterol, low in calories- and
has none of the guilt of premium
ice cream.
You haven't tasted the best until
you've tasted "TCBY" YogurtiM.
When you do, you'll say this is
"The Country's Best Yogurt".
And it is!!
Iff

TCBY voaurt

All The Pleasure. 96% Fat-Free. None Of The Guilt.
Valentine Sweetheart Pie!
754 OFF!
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Next Generation
Next Generation, a punk rock
group from New York, will perform in Edgar's tonight at 9 p.m.
Admission is $1.
Shadowfax
The jazz-rock band Shadowfax
will perform in Tillman Auditorium Sunday, Feb. 10, at 8 p.m.
Advance tickets may be purchased
at the Union Box Office for $2.
Admission at the door will be $3.
Carmen
Five Direction's Cinema will present "Carmen" Feb. 13 in the
Y-theater at 7:30. Admission is $2.
Daryl Hall and John Oates
Daryl Hall and John Oates will
perform in Littlejohn Coliseum
Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. Tickets are
available at the Union Box Office
for $13.50.

Coliseum at 8 p.m. Tickets are on
sale at the Union Box Office for
$13.50.
Jazz Ensemble
The Clemson University Jazz
Ensemble will present a winter
concert Feb. 21 at 8 p.m. in
Tillman. The concert will feature
a wide variety of jazz and popular styles, including selections
from such artists as Miles Davis,
Sonny Rollins, and Chuck Mangione.
The concert is free to the public.
Symphonic Band
The Clemson University Symphonic Band will present a winter
concert Feb. 28 at 8:15 p.m. in
Tillman. The program will include works by J. S. Bach,
Gustav Hoist, and Louis Moreau
Gottschalk. The show will be concluded with marches by John
Philip Sousa and Delle Cese. The
concert is free to the public.

Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton
Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton
will perform Friday, Feb. 22, and
Saturday, Feb. 23, in Littlejohn

Febn

Ojita Penn
Atlanta's jazz pianist Ojita

Penn will hold a workshop at
3:30 p.m. in Daniel Auditorium
Feb. 15. The title of the workshop is "Jazz: What it is." There
will be no charge. Penn will perform in Daniel Auditorium at
8 p.m. Admission is $1 for
students and $2 for the public.
Tickets will be available at the
Daniel box office at 7 p.m. the
night of the performance.
Iron Maiden and
Twisted Sister
Iron Maiden and Twisted
Sister will be in concert at the
Greenville Memorial Auditorium
Sunday at 8 p.m. General admission is $12.75. For more information call 242-6393.
Conway Twitty and
Gary Morris
Conway Twitty and Gary Morris
will perform in the Greenville
Memorial Auditorium Feb. 15 at
8 p.m. Reserved seats are $12.50.
For more information call
242-6393.

2- or 3-Br. EXTRA CLEAN
$22500-$42500
GREAT LOCATION
654-4344 654-4339
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The Brothers of
Saint Basil's School
preached against vice,
lust and disrespect.
But that
never stopped
these guys.
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Heauen help us

If God had wanted them to be angels, He would nave given them wings.
HBO PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS
A MARK CARLINER-DAN WICUTOW PRODUCTION HEAVEN HELP US
ANDREW McCARTHY-MARY STUART MASTERSON -KEVIN DILLON
MALCOLM DANARE -KATE REID • WALLACE SHAWN
JOHN HEARD AS TIMOTHY AND DONALD SUTHERLAND-^ JAMES HORNER
■■"R CHARLES PURPURA-"°°UC.? DAN WICUTOW AND MARK CARLINER J
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ATRI-STAR
RELEASE
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L1 WKTrt-SlKlWcUires.
Ail KifM. Reserved. .

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT
A SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRE
NEAR YOU.
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Shadowfax plays Tillman
by Jon Loughmiller
copy editor
Last week someone put up a
Shadowfax poster in Harcombe
Dining Hall. What's a Shadowfax? Is it something that lurks in
dark comers at midnight? Is it a
new species of rodent?

Every
day and
Saturday
30 p.m.
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Band
Review
Actually, Shadowfax is a jazzrock group on the Windham Hill
record label, a record company
that is known for its commitment to artistic music. Shadowfax will perform Sunday, Feb. 10,
at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium
to promote its new album, "The
Dreams of Children."
This album, Shadowfax's third,
was listed in the Jan. 19 issue of
Billboard magazine at number 12
(and moving up) on the jazz
chart. The album features a variety of sounds, so it will appeal to
many tastes. Since vocals are

rarely used, these different
sounds are achieved by spotlighting different instruments.
The tone in "Snowline" is set
by the bass, while the melody is
played on the saxophone and the
piano. The result is pure jazz.
The emphasis shifts, however,
from jazz to rock in "The Big
Song." "The Big Song" features
a strong beat and a background
of keyboards, while the guitar
takes the lead; it is one of the
better songs on the album.
Perhaps the best song, however, is the title cut, "The
Dreams of Children." The keyboards set the tone with slow,
single-note lines (that is, without
the use of chords) to give the
song a simple, childlike character. The peaceful tone of a lullaby
is achieved by adding the flute,
and synthesized keyboards
(again, in single-note lines) give
hints of dreams and magic. The
violin completes the effect appropriately with its soft, fairytale quality.
Another pretty tune, and also
one of the better songs on the
album, is "Kindred Spirits." The

BE A PEPPER!
ORDER ANY DEEP DISH
COLUMBO'S PIZZA AND
RECEIVE ONE 2-LITER
DR. PEPPER FREE
Columbo's Pizza
Rogers Plaza • 654-1103
Clemson
(While quantities last)
(Not valid with other specials)

"THE YEAR'S MOST COMPELLING LOVE STORY.
Diane Keaton's
finest performance."
—jack Mtthews, USA TODAY

"Mel Gibson
is superb."
—Pauline Kael, NEW YORKER MAGAZINE

-*—.

"Powerfully acted."

f

"A near-perfect
movie."
&REDKEN

SOLANA
SUN TANNING BED

k

Shadowfax will perform songs from "The Dreams of Children"
Sunday at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium.
exotic instruments combines A concert review in Billboard
with the chants to give this tune (Jan. 19) said, "Shadowfax has
a definite foreign flavor.
real presence live."
Of course, the whole album has
That review also said that
a jazz quality, but the jazz is not tickets to see Shadowfax at the
overpowering. It's a good album. Lone Star Cafe in New York cost
However, it might be a good idea $10. Tickets to Shadowfax in
to see the Shadowfax concert Tillman are $2 in advance and $3
before investing $9 in the album. at the door.

—Rex Reed, THE NEW YORK POST

Expires 2/14/85

/"■aw\

SHADOWFAX

mood is set by the bass and the
keyboards, with the bass also
used to set the melody. The
violin echoes parts of the melody
to effectively establish the
peaceful tone of the song.
The violin is also used effectively in "Shaman Song," but
the tone is not soft and peaceful.
Aided by the use of exotic instruments (such as the caxixi,
the berimbau, and the clay pots,
among others), the song has a
foreign quality reminiscent of the
East.
"Above the Wailing Wall" also
uses exotic instruments to establish a foreign sound. A strong
bass sets the tone, while the
melody is played on the electric
guitar. The mood is completed by
an occasional wail in the background. The wail makes this
song one of two on the album
that have vocals.
The other song featuring vocals
is "Word from the Village." The
vocals on this one take the form
of repeated tribal chants that
make up part of the melody (the
remainder of the melody is
played on the flute). The use of

MMryHMMTYUNO

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 654-6555
• WALK-INS WELCOME •
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
IN MAKING OUR FIRST YEAR
A MOST SUCCESSFUL ONE

—Peter Kainer,
LOS ANGELES HERALD EXAMINER

"Mel Gibson and
Diane Keaton
radiate
performances
strong to
the core...
a true story
truly told."

/

(

—Gene Shalit.
NBC TV, TODAY SHOW

BIRTHDAY SPECIALS
COUPON

FREE STYLING BRUSH
With Full-Service Haircut

$4.00 VALUE
EXPIRES 2-15-85
COUPON

COUPON

$4.00
SOLANA TANNING BED
One 30-Min. Session

$5.00 OFF

MAT.
SAT.-SUN.
2:00 & 4:15

PERMS & BODY WAVES

$5.00 OFF
FROSTING &
HIGHLIGHTING

MON.-TUES.-WED. ONLY 9-12
EXPIRES 2-13-85

GOOD MON.-THURS. 9-1
EXPIRES 2-14-85

COUPON

COUPON

$1.00 OFF

$5.00 OFF
MANICURE

EXPIRES 2-14-85

MEL GIBSON

MON.-SAT. 9-5:30
EXPIRES 2-14-85
COUPON

7:00 & 9:15

DWTIMES:
30 & 9:15
IATINEE
\T.-SUN.
DO & 4:15

DIANE KEATON

NAIL TIPS &
SCULPTURE

TUES.-SAT. 9-5:30
EXPIRES 2-14-85

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON NEXT DOOR TO CHANELO'S PIZZA

METR0-G0LDWYN-MAYER *»»*, EDGAR |. SCHER1CK SCOTT Rl'DIN PRODUCTION
A GILLIAN ARMSTRONG FILM 'MRS. S0FFEL" MATTHEW MODINE EDWARD HERRMANN »r,„«, b, RON NYSViANER
HKtojh EDGARJ. SCHER1CK, SCOTT Rl'DIN. DAVID N1CKSAY i™Mt» GILLIAN ARMSTRONG i8§8&
pOI/SDTRACK AVAILABLE ON ttlNDHAM HILL RECORDS AND CASSETTES |

_rf^iv^_

STARTS FEBRUARY 8th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
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'Ain't Misbehavin" brings New
York pizzazz to Clemson stage

5

by Julie Walters
entertainment editor
"Ain't Misbehavin" was fantastic!"
"It was hilarious!"
"Outstanding!"

Play
Review
These rave reviews were heard
outside of Littlejohn Coliseum
after the high energy performance of "Ain't Misbehavin'"
Thursday evening, Jan. 31. The
Tony Award-winning Broadway
musical was enjoyed by a crowd
of more than 3,000.
The show was presented by the
university in celebration of Black
History Month. "Ain't Misbehavin'" is set in a Harlem

Heidi
Not Nell

photo by Rob BipqerstaM, head photographer

Although Nell Carter starred in "Ain't Misbehavin" on Broad'
way, Charonne Cox performed at Clemson.

FEATURING
LASAGNA
SPAGHETTI

FAMILY DINING
TAKE OUT ORDERS

The L&R Cafe, located in Victoria Square,
presents Robert Carr, vocalist, accompanied by
his 6- and 12-string guitars every Friday and
Saturday night from 8 until 11.
Weekday specials:
Tuesday and Thursday nights:
Complete Lasagna Dinner and Drink $3.40
Friday night:
Heaps of Spaghetti Dinner $4.50
LINDA KISKER
RICHARD KISKER

263 VICTORIA SQUARE
CLEMSON. S C 29631
Phone 654-7800

OWNERS

Dependa
Graphics
CTT*

654-4599

•T-SHIRT SCREEN PRINTING

continued from page 21
we leave those bathrooms and
phone booths.
Although this book can be
quite funny if this type of humor
appeals to you, do not read this
book expecting to find the

nightclub during the 1930s and
40s. It celebrates the music of
one of the premier black jazz artists, Thomas "Fats" Waller.
The enthusiastic cast was excellent; the lighting and sound
systems poor. Kevin Neil
Cheatham, Charonne Cox, LeLand
Gantt, Gammy Grant, and
Kimberly Harris portrayed personalities that frequented the
jazz night blues of that era.
Director and choreographer
Robert Durkin did an incredible
job of staging the show. Most of
the choreography was simple, yet
appropriate for the style of
music. Kimberly and LeLand
performed the more complicated
choreographed numbers.
Ronald Metcalf, who performed
as the piano man, was also the
music director. His playing was
impeccable, but even more extraordinary was the fact that he
performed the entire show with-

out the aid of sheet music.
Fats Waller's sense of humor
shines through his musical
scores. "When the Nylons Bloom
Again," "The Viper's Drag,"
"Your Feet's Too Big," and
"Find Out What They Like"
drew heavy laughter from the audience. Near the end of the show,
LeLand and Kevin had everyone
singing the chorus of "Fat and
Greasy."
The greatest disappointment
of the production was the inferiority of the sound and
lighting systems. The house
lights were kept on during the entire performances, distracting attention from the stage. Because
of the brightness, the spotlights
were ineffective. The sound
system did not provide sufficient
amplification, leaving those in
the upper levels wondering what
much of the laughter was about.

relatively tame guest host of the
Tonight Show. This book is the
epitome of the Joan Rivers Las
Vegas show or the Joan Rivers
"Semi-Legend" album.
If you're easily offended by

blatant sexual overtones, this is
not the book for you. But if you
know the real Joan Rivers, you'll
be entertained, rather than put
off, by The Life and Hard Times
of Heidi A bromowitz.

February
is
STUDENT
APPRECIA TION
MONTH

the

jf#

tiger WP
sports shop

THE COACH SAYS . . .
"SHOW US YOUR CLEMSON STUDENT
ID DURING THE ENTIRE MONTH
OF FEBRUARY AND RECEIVE 10%
DISCOUNT ON YOUR PURCHASE."
WE'RE YOUR SPORTS ACCESSORY STORE!
we have:
BOOKBAGS
LEOTARDS & TIGHTS
WARM-UPS
SKI CLOTHING
TENNIS RACQUETS

SWEATCLOTHING
T-SHIRTS & SHORTS
RAINGEAR
RUNNING GEAR
CLEMSON CLOTHING

CLEMSON SOUVENIRS
ATHLETIC SOCKS
RACQUET STRINGING
GREEK ITEMS

FULL LINE OF ATHLETIC SHOES INCLUDING
NIKE, REEBOK, ASICS TIGER, BROOKS, ADIDAS
AND MUCH MORE.

'QUALITY PRODUCTS
♦QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
«#»

RLL YOU N€€D 1/ RN ID€A...
W€ /UPPLV TH€ R€/T!
/OSGoUetfAut. Jboumio4MtGUmio*i

cu3

(SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED)

110 COLLEGE • DOWNTOWN CLEMSON • 654-8134
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Valentine tribute released
an album with 13 of Elvis's are two Presley classics "Are
You Lonesome Tonight?" and
classic love songs.
This would be the perfect "Can't Help Falling In Love."
Looking for a Valentine gift for Valentine's gift for any Elvis fan. The, latter, from the movie Blue
that special someone? Well, Elvis The disc is pressed red vinyl and Hawaii, reached No. 2 in 1961
has "A Valentine Gift For You." is packaged in a sleeve designed and remained on the charts for a
to look like a gift box of total of 79 weeks.
The album also contains "I
chocolates.
The songs on the album were Was The One," which was
recorded between 1956 and 1966 featured on the backside of
and the front cover features a Elvis's first single for RCA,
photograph of the young Elvis "Heartbreak Hotel." Some of
Elvis's lesser known hits, such as
In celebration of Elvis's 50th taken during that period.
Among the songs on the album "Tomorrow Is A Long Time,"
anniversary, RCA has released
written by Bob Dylan and
recorded by Elvis in 1966, and "I
Need Somebody To Lean On,"
from the Viva Las Vegas soundtrack, are included.
"Young And Beautiful,"
"Playing For Keeps," "Tell Me
Why," and "I Was The One" are
recorded in mono—as they were
when they were originally released.
"Fever" is a sultry blues song
with Elvis accompanied by only
a bass, drums, and a continual
rhythm of fingersnapping.
"Love Letters" and "Fame
And Fortune" feature heavy keyboards and harmonious backups.
"You Can't Say No" is a jazzy
song reinforced with a strong
sax.
All of the songs have a romantic message that, with the addition of Elvis's charismatic voice,
lend the perfect sound for an intimate interlude.
If you don't think that this
music will appeal to your sweetheart, consider giving it to your
parents as a Valentine gift.
Perhaps it will revive dormant
Just in time for Valentine's Day, RCA has released an album
memories.
by Shay Walters
staff writer

Album
Review

BARGAINS
from DTS

Quality screen printers. 110 UniversityDrive
ClemsonForest.Telephone: 654-4981

of Elvis's greatest love ballads.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Bring in this ad for a free pair of
($3.00 retail value) when you
membership fee). Rental Club
discounts on all rentals at your
the white pages.

leather-faced work gloves
join our Rental Club (no
card entitles you to 10%
U-Haul Center. Find us in

SPECIAL OFFER TO INTRODUCE YOU TO RENT N' SAVE" EQUIPMENT

Windham Hill Records Recording Artists
c0MMITTt«

Shadowfax
Billboard's hottest jazz act makes their
first Clemson University appearance this
Sunday night, Feb. 10, at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. Tickets are $2 in
advance and $3 day of show. One show
you don't want to miss

WprefbrtjOurtnoMij

at your U-HAUL Center
AP2

Tickets on sale now
from noon-5 p.m. at the Union Box
Office. Call the University Union at
656-2461 for more information.
BUY YOUR TUCKETS NOW!

s

Clock needed
In my opinion . . .
... The 45-second clock is a good addition to the college basketball game. The
clock speeds up the game and cuts out
any type of delay offense some teams
might have.

This could easily be seen last week at
the North Carolina game. With under
five minutes to go and the Tar Heels
holding a lead of a few points, UNC was
forced to play instead of just holding the
ball.
The exciting contest was not changed
into a free throw shooting contest as
many college games have in previous
years. And all that was because of a
little clock behind the basket.
. . . The inconsistancy of the Tiger
basketball team was apparent again this
week. After the upset win over North
Carolina, the Tigers pasted Delaware
State and then lost to NC State. Coach
Cliff Ellis said the Tigers showed little
effort against the Wolfpack and were
"gutless." Wow, Cliff, that's not too
nice.
Maybe that's what the Tigers need,
however. A harsh scolding may get the
Tigers ready to play Saturday evening
against South Carolina.
. . . The new coach's box has kept the
coaches out of the game like it should
and given it to the players again. Some
coaches in the Atlantic Coast Conference have seemed to get the officials'
calls to go their way by parading up and
down the edge of the court. Not now.
. . . The problem with the National
Football League's television ratings is
oversaturation. The 16-game regular
season makes a single contest in October
seem virtually meaningless. Turn the
channel; John Wayne might be on now.
. . . The upcoming Tiger baseball
season should be an interesting one. The
Tigers should field a good team, and the
addition of lights at home means night
games, which are always fun.
The season starts just a little later this
month. You can almost smell the grass
and the hot dogs.
. . . Clemson's domination of South
Carolina in football is coming to a close.
The Gamecocks are reported to be having an excellent recruiting year. They
can add these players to the ones they
already have and really make something. I wonder how long it will be
before Joe Morrison goes pro.
... If Doug Flutie and Herschel
Walker were on the same team in the
NFL, they would be one of the biggest
draws ever. Instead they'll make the last
few seconds of the Sunday sports highlights.
Flutie's decision to sign with the New
Jersey Generals came as a surprise. He
seemed set to move from college on to
the pros with great fanfare. Instead he
joins a disappointing team in an inferior
league
Hopefully, Flutie will not fade into
oblivion in the USFL; he's got too much
to offer.
. . . Edwin Moses's falling from grace
recently means one less hero to look up
to. Heroes seem to come few and far
between anymore, and now another,
whether guilty or not, is gone.
.
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Tigers top Delaware, lose to 'Pack
by David Brandes
staff writer
After an "aggressive" 96-65 point victory over Delaware State Saturday, the
Tigers appeared "gutless" according to

coach Cliff Ellis in a 69-57 point loss to
N.C. State Wednesday night.
Delaware State
Delaware State scored the first bucket
of the game, but it was a lead that would

photo by Christopher Goodrich, senior staff photographer

Horace Grant battles the boards against Delaware State Saturday.

only last 12 seconds as the Tigers scored
11 unanswered points in cruising to a
96-65, nonconference victory.
"There is no question that we were the better team," said Ellis. "I don't think we had a
letdown after the North Carolina game."
The Tigers held Delaware State to only
31.4 percent field goal shooting in the
first half, and 37.3 percent in the contest,
but only shot for a 44.6 percent mark
themselves.
"We obviously did not shoot well as I
wanted to," said Ellis. "We scored a
bunch on second shots, and I think that
was the difference."
Clemson was paced by Vincent Hamilton
with 23 and Glenn Corbit who contributed
18. Hamilton, who also had 11 rebounds,
passed Stan Rome on the all time Clemson career scoring list. Hamilton is now
the fourth leading scorer in Clemson basketball history.
N.C. State
Ellis was obviously more than a little
upset after the Tiger's 69-57 point loss to
the N.C. State Wolfpack Wednesday night.
"We let them push us around underneath,"
said Ellis. "We only got one shot, and they
got as many as they wanted. It was that
way from the early part of the game."
Clemson did manage to stage a rally
towards the end of the game. The Tigers
cut the Wolfpack lead to only five points
on jumpers by Corbit and Hamilton and a
Grayson Marshall steal and layup with only
minutes left to play making the score 52-47.
However, the Pack's Terry Gannon hit
from outside and Spud Webb provided
the finishng touches with a "slam dunk to
preserve the State victory.
Corbit and Hamilton paced the Tigers
with 16 and 15 points, respectively, while
Cozell McQueen had 17 points and 17 rebounds for N.C. State.
"I can take the losing but not when
there is no effort," said Ellis. "We had an
effortless performance, and it's the first
time I've seen this team back down."
"It was an uninspired game," said
State coach Jim Valvano, "but as a coach
you're going to take a win any way they
come."

Tar Heels throw grapplers for loss
by Tom Turner
staff writer
The Tiger wrestlers suffered their first
Atlantic Coast Conference loss last Friday as they were defeated by North
Carolina 24-16 in the Jervey Gym.
The Tigers and the Tar Heels wrestled
closely throughout the entire march, and
Clemson led 16-15 going into the last two
matches.
Tiger Doug Stalnaker was decisioned,
however, which made the score 18-16,
UNC. The match came down to the heavyweight bout in which Brian Celek of Clemson was pinned by Tar Heel Stacey Davis
which gave UNC the victory.
"It was a disappointing loss," said
senior Gary Nivens. "I think we could
have done better at a couple of weights.
"I really think we can beat UNC in the
ACC Tournament."
The Tiger grapplers wrestle in the
Southeastern Intercollegiate Wrestling
Association Tournament in Chattanooga
this weekend and return home to wrestle a
tough NC State team Tuesday. The Wolfpack are currently ranked 14th and
defeated UNC by a point earlier this
season.
The NC State squad is led by senior
Greg Fatoll who is sixth ranked in his
weight class.
"Our weights and NC State's really

Gary Nivens moves toward his UNC opponent.

match up," said Nivens. "They're tough,
but 1 think we'll be able to beat them."

photo by Rob Biggerstatf, head photographer

The match against NC State is at 7:00
p.m. Tuesday night in the Jervey Gym.
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Scoreboard
Men's Basketball
Feb. 2—Clemson 96, Delaware State 65
Women's Basketball
Feb 2—Clemson 84, Georgia State 74
Men's Swimming
Feb. 2—South Carolina 69, Clemson 44
Boyd Wilson flys down his lane against USC Saturday.

photo by Rob Biggerstaff, head photographer

Gamecocks scratch Tigers twice
meet in the 200-meter breaststroke, the next to last race,
which was disappointing for
If someone had stepped briefly Clemson coach Bob Boettner. "If
into McHugh Natatorium half- we lu.* finished 1-2 in that race,"
way through either of the swim he said, "*<, *"ould have taken
meets on Saturday, he would them to the last relay."
The normally reliable diving
have been surprised at the final
outcome. South Carolina used team of Chuck Wade and Dave
comebacks in both men's and Hrovat was swept by the Gamewomen's competition to sweep cock team. "They have great
divers," Boettner said, "and our
the dual meet.
The Tiger men, ranked 15th, guys weren't quite on, so that
fell to USC 69-44 for their sec- was a big swing."
Steve Rogers and Tim Welting
ond consecutive loss. The 10thranked women's team led until were the only winners for the
the last event of the day but fell Tigers, as they captured the
50-meter freestyle and 200-meter
72-68.
butterfly, respectively.
Men
The men's final record of 8-3
The men's competition was ties their best mark ever. They
close until the Gamecocks pulled, are now preparing for the Atlantic
away in the last four events.
Coast Conference meet, which is
The Tigers swam to an early Feb. 21-23.
lead with a triumph in the first
Women
event, and the score was close
It all came down to the last
thereafter until USC made its
relay in the women's meet Saturrun.
The Gamecocks clinched the day and USC won it. The Gameby Peter Fennell
staff writer

CERIDWF.N M'CILUVRAY

cocks defeated the Tigers in the
400-meter freestyle relay with a
time of 3:30.95 to Clemson's
3:32.96.
The Tigers led by as much as
26-8 early on but could not
withstand a Gamecock rally.
"We swam about as well as we
could," said Boettner, "but they
have a great team and were well
rested. I was proud of the girls to
swim so well."
Nadra Simmons was the only
multiple winner for the Tigers, as
she captured the 100-meter and
200-meter backstroke. Other winners for Clemson were Jan
Kemmerling in the 1000-meter
freestyle, Pay Hayden in the
200-meter freestyle, Carolyn
Hodge in the one-meter diving,
and Molly Kueny in the
500-meter freestyle.
The Tiger women will compete
in the ACC meet in McHugh
Natatorium Feb. 14-16 and have
high hopes with their 3-1 conference mark.

Here's something for your
head and your heart.

Baha'i Faith
For more Information on the
Baha'i Faith contact:
Lisa Fulkerson
654-9132

Feb. 2—South Carolina 72, Clemson 68
Wrestling
Feb. 1—North Carolina 24, Clemson 16

Sauna set up in Fike
by Foster Senn
sports editor
A new sauna is the latest addition to the Fike Recreation Center this semester.
The sauna is in the old part of
Fike. The area was once a dressing room for the football team
and then a storage facility.
"Everyone that has used the
sauna has enjoyed it," said
Banks McFadden, director of intramural sports. "We're pleased
with the way people are using it,
and we've had good attendance."
The sauna has two benches that
line its 12-by-l 2-foot room. The
temperature in it is kept between
185 and 200 degrees.
The sauna is part of a larger addition that McFadden hopes is

eventually added to Fike. "I had
hoped to have a sauna, a steam
bath, a rowing machine, bicycles,
and eventually some Nautilus
machines in that part of the
building," he said.
However, McFadden said a
lack of funds is blocking that expansion. He is still seeking the
money. "We may not ever get
those things," he said, "but I
still think it can be done.
"It would be a nice addition to
this building. If we could just
start with a couple of pieces, we
could have a very good facuity."
The sauna is open from noon
until 2:00 Monday through Friday and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday to all
persons who are currently eligible
to use the Fike facilities.

your Valentine
with a small
heart-shaped pound cake,
with white icing,
a pink rosebud,
and a
L
message!

HUGUETTE MATTE
VAILLANCOURT.
Journiliim Student

Religion is more than an affair of the heart. Some of the greatest advances in human history have come about when one or another of the great religions touched both the minds and the hearts
of millions of people.
That is happening again today.
Baha'u'llah, the Messenger of God for our age and Founder of
the Baha'i Faith said that the time has come for the human race to
take the next big step in its collective life: the establishment of
unity among all the peoples and nations of the earth.
Baha'i's around the world are putting into practice the plan
Baha'u'llah brought for uniting mankind, and in doing so we're
finding that true religion is an affair of both mind and heart.

Women's Swimming

Date
Needed _
—
THE SIZES: □ small ($2.50)
THE MESSAGE: (choose 1)
□ I Love You
□ Happy Valentine's Day
□ Be My Valentine
□ I'm yours

Call Elaine or Marilyn
Time
at 656-2044 or
Needed.
drop by The
□ large ($4.00)
Clemson House
with this / LJYou re special
/

Phone #.

NAME
Pick up at Clemson House

□ Create your own message:
4 words or less:

services

Offer expires Feb. 14, 1985

I
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Lady Tigers win one, lose one

A

FLASH FOTO

by David Brandes
staff writer

by
spo

Bring your Valentine's

The Lady Tigers split two
games this past week, defeating
Georgia State at home Saturday
and bowing to NC State in
Raleigh Wednesday night.

photo to Flash Foto for
quality finishing.

Georgia State
Georgia State could not overcome miserable field goal shooting nor the strong inside game of
the Lady Tigers Saturday afternoon as they fell 84-73 in Littlejohn Coliseum.
State shot a poor 22 percent in
the first half and ended the game
with a 28.7-percent mark, compared to 50.7 percent for the
Tigers.
The Lady Tigers controlled the
game from the outset, bolting to
a 27-6 lead midway through the
first half. The squads traded
baskets for the remainder of the
half, and Clemson entered the
lockerroom with a 49-30 advantage.

Photo finishing in a Flash

•*!

The second half was much the
same story as the Tigers enjoyed
as much as a 26-point lead on
several occasions and survived a
small State comeback to capture
the 11-point victory.
Janet Knight led the Tigers in
scoring with 19 points while
Sandy Bishop added 17 points
and 12 rebounds.
The Tigers, however, were
defeated on the boards 62-45 by
the State women who were led by
Marianne Upton and Angela
Jenkins with 16 caroms apiece.
NC State
NC State's Linda Page scored
25 of her 38 points in the second
half to send the Lady Tigers to
their sixth Atlantic Coast Conference defeat against only four
wins Wednesday.
"Page was the difference,"
said coach Annie Tribble. "We
only had Janet Knight, and one
player is not enough to do it for
us." Knight led the Tigers with
29 points.
The Tigers led at points during
the game and even enjoyed a onepoint margin with 12 minutes remaining. The 'Pack, however,
scored 11 unanswered points to
take command of the game.
"I thought we played a lot better defensively in the second
half," said State coach Kay Yow.
"In the first half we just sat
there like we weren't aware
Knight was hot.
"In the second half we got
some help defensively on her, and
I thought we did a much better
job."
Clemson led by three at halftime, due in part to a 51.1 percent
mark from the floor by the Tigers
compared to a 38-percent clip for
the Wolfpack.
"We wanted to come out in the
second half and expand our
lead," explained Tribble, "but we
just could not do it. We must
start playing with more consistency if we're ever going to get
any better "
NC State is ranked 20th in the
nation with a 16-5 overall record
and an 8-1 mark in the ACC.
Clemson has an 11-8 overall
record.
Upcoming games
The Tigers face Mars Hill
Saturday and Georgia Tech
Thursday.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
I LOVE YOU
CONGRATULATIONS
THINKING OF YOU
GOOD LUCK
GET WELL
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
YOU'RE THE GREATEST
YOU'RE SO SPECIAL
ITS A BOY/GIRL
HERSHEVS KISS
HAVE A RAINBOW DAY
GARFIELD

snjebPY
WOODSTOCK
SMURFS
RAINBOW HEART
RAINBOW STAR
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WE DELIVER IN THE CLEMSOr* AREA
photo by Bryan Fortune, senior staff photographer

Sandy Bishop puts up a shot.
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HUDDLE HOUSE
•STEAKS*

HUDDLE HOUSE

Special Breakfasts
Eons Coorted Any stylo
Seived with Guts. Tout a Jen,

Country Ham * Egg*
Pon< Chops S Ego*
SH.k » Eogs

[123 BypaSS (next to College Station)^

3.55
155
3.95

AH Steaks Served with TosMd Salad
Hash Browns or French Fries and
Toasted Buttered Bun

T-Boos
to-oj. Sleek Cooked 10 Order
Rfcajy*
0-01 Steak Cooked to Order
HamburpsfStMk
i.'2 pound Steak Cooked lo Order

COUPON5.2S
4.25

SPECIAL PLATTERS

For 12 Vaara and undo*. Please

Served with Tossed Salad
Hash Browns Of Flench Fnes and
Toasled Buttered Bon

Ortli. Toaele J*ty

1.50
■D

Any Style
All Egg* Sorvad with
Gnu Tout 1 Jolly

jEagstSauugaorHHn
2Cgg*lBaoon
*«•»»
'■«

iM

2J0
140
i mi

OMELETS
Ail Omelets Ssrvsd with
Orris. Toast * Jelly

HmmkQmtmOm^m

270

HamOrnseal
CtWSJM OmsjlBt
*O0 OtTketa.

^45
2.00
1.70

•WAFFLES.

,

Waffle & Sausage
or Ham
Waffle & Bacon
Waffle&2Eggs
Pecan Waffle
Wsifts

Ail items Served Separate*?
Port Chops -IC-tWerC-t
Country Ham
Bacon~iBtr>ee
Sausage -Jen*.
SmokedHam
IJowtolHotBoWsrsdOrlts

Whin or WnoM wisMi
Ca*-e- wM) Ms* . ...

• Biscuits-

1.25

*■

Includes ChOKe ol

two MO*,-. Pur. se-« PMtM

ft-ubesbumr Plata
TV» KM «,

\
/

Ltiiucc i Tometo Sened WIN AN
Buigw Plata, l Bu<atvi

*

4.96

3.50
3.75

nr*PlsttBY-2Flecee

2.95

•

wrth mis sd
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HAM & EGGS
Smoked Hound Ham. 2 Egos Any Style. Orits. Toast 1 Jetty

(1.60) 1SAVE$10°

For 12 Years and Under. Pi ease

^^mm*t—mmtm^^^

1 JO

Unit 1 with this ad

COUPON
2*0
2JS
1,10
1.20
1.20
JO

1.95
Cubed Steed wHh Lettuce A Tometo
ConaMntMtOfl
Ham s Cheeee wtui Lettuce * Tomato
BMOfl, LotluCO ■ RMTMto
On Toatl with U.yonn.tM

•WCPS-CHm-SAlJU*AH Sened wtttt SaHlnes

ISoup

Homsstyis ChM .
CM

With Lettuce A tometo

O^stadHamaOwM* .

1.75
1.65
1.60
1.70

106
100

1.75
On Toaeted Bon with Lettuce 1 Tometo
Fhrh—Boneieee Fleet
On loaned Bun with Lettuce,
Tomato a Tarter Sauce

Egg
whrt SBuBBg> or Ham.

Lenuoo a Tomeeo saaad

1.30
1.40
.95
1.90

■mSaat-

aa-^-^-r-

,

.

Frencfi FntM.

__

^^

1.55

SAVE $1.00
Limit 1 wtm this id
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Dane* Pwetry-Hot 1 Teety

PLATE

e._-a - ... . . ■ -

-

(2.95)

MaKtMaiamiiB*.,

-

ijuMU. HUDDLEBURGER

On wrwte Wheel Bread
.96

M

TO OO OROETas fJOTU

BREAKFAST
SERVED ANYTIME
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(OljVbert Special Veil
/
_^

^•taBsssssi^iti.iiBSissssss^*^

4.95

I^ChODB-2 Center Cut

i. Froocn Frtos

Darts* Ptwtry-Hoi A Tssty
Aeeorted Flavors

SAVE 26C
Clemson, SC
123 Bypass

2.10

HortaOOtyis VsQetsoks Bos. eV>yjp .

-DAJnSHEASTHT-

2.45

Kre Beel Potties

Harryburgar Plate

jg
JO
CoteDrWu.
Cola Drink, to Oo
Frurt Drinks ■»■*•»

Shrimp PujttrH <r,r,we fraaMeere/
20 or More Deop-Frled Shrlmo
Butharfry Shrimp rwnero eMoaMoj
■ Large MR Shrimp

CNckanFlngan-epMce.
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Courtry H.s-n

2.45
2.35
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1.65

BTJBGEB PLATES

Jgg* 2 WAFFLES

3.50

Children's Special Mo*U
1 Egg Any Sty*, Oocon 0 Strips
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Athletes commit
by Foster Senn
sports editor
Fifteen high school athletes
have verbally committed to play
football for Clemson next fall.
The national signing date for
prospects is Feb. 13.
Defensive backs have been
talking about Clemson the most,
as four have committed to play
for the Tigers: Gary Cooper, 6-3,
190 pounds, from Ambridge
High School in Ambridge, Pa.;
Wayne Harps, 6-3, 190-pounds
from Griffin, Ga.; Reggie Harris,
5-1, 195 pounds from Gaffney;
and Richard Smith, 6-0, 190
pounds from Hancock Central in
Sparta, Ga.
Clemson has also received commitments from three tight ends,
two linebackers, two offensive
lineman, a quarterback, a fullback, a wide receiver, and a
defensive end.
Athletes committed to Clemson
include James Coley, a 6-6,
230-pound tight end from Robert
E. Lee High in Jacksonville, Fla.;

Joe Keasler, a 6-2, 238-pound
tight end from Page High in
Greensboro; Jerome Williams, a
6-3, 215-pound tight end from
Gainsville, Ga.; Keith Ingram, a
6-1, 196-pound linebacker from
Linder, N.J.; Edward McLaurin,
a 6-2, 225-pound linebacker from
Scotland High in Laurinburg,
N.C.; Bob Ferrance, a 6-4,
270-pound offensive lineman
from Ambridge and a teammate
of Cooper's; and Hank Phillips, a
6-4, 220-pound center from
Mitchell County High in
Bakersville, N.C.
Other persons who have given
verbal commitments to Clemson
are Chris Morocco, a 6-2,
185-pound quarterback from
Clarke Central High in Athens;
Chris Lancaster, a 6-1,224-pound
fullback from Riverside
Academy in Gainesville, Ga.;
Terrance Parks, a 6-1, 190-pound
wide receiver from Central High
in Carollton, Ga.; and Rodney
Curtis, a 6-4, 215-pound defensive end from Treutlen County
High in Soperton, Ga.

photo by Rob Biggerstafl. head photographer

Headlock
A young Tiger fan shows his wrestling prowess at the North Carolina match Friday.

Coming...March 7

Variety
Thanks
to the 100's
who have entered.
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Valentine's Week
begins February 8.
Call or visit us
today.
rE

654-2112
Univ. Sq. Mall

3
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Showers

Clemson's Authentic Mexican Food
If you don *t like Mexican . . You haven't tried us!

I

654-8532
UNIVERSITY SQUARE "MINI-MALL." NEAR THE STADIUM.

ALUMNI
MASTER
TEACHER
The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master Teacher Award,
presented annually during May commencement to the outstanding classroom teacher as selected by
the student body.
The cash award of $1,500, along with the recognition as the year's most outstanding professor,
represents the students' appreciation to the faculty and their desire to ensure quality instruction at
Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher worthy of such
recognition. Nominations are being accepted until February 8, 1985.
To be eligible, a nominee must not be a current Alumni professor; he or she can receive the
award only once; and there is no restriction as to degree requirement or age. Nominees must have
been on the faculty for the three previous full academic years and must spend 60 percent of their
workload teaching undergraduate courses.
Simply complete the following application and mail your nomination to the Alumni Center.
Thanks for your help in selecting the 1985 Master Teacher recipient.
Tear and drop in the Campus Mail box located in the campus post office or return to the Alumni
Center.
NAME
DEPARTMENT
COMMENTS

I
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Freshman trackster off to a quick start
by Foster Senn
sports editor
hv F^ftlB+Pr Si*»nn

Micheal Jackson had numerous records
at a young age and Donny Osmond did
too. Terrance Herrington has many
records now and he's only 18. Wait, a
minute. Who's Terrance Herrington?

Player Profile
Terrance is a freshman on this year's
track team after an outstanding high
school career. While a student at Hartsville High School, he won four state championships and set record times in all four
wins.
Terrance was the state cross country
champion, the state 1,600-meter champion, and the state 800-meter champion as
a senior. In his junior track season he was
the state champion in the 1,600-meters'
and the runner-up in the 800-meters.
The Hertz Corporation honored
Terrance in his senior year of high school
as he was named the South Carolina
Amateur Athlete of the Year. Hertz
chooses an amateur in each state annually
as that state's top athlete.
"The Hertz people phoned the principle
at my school and told him," Terrance said
of his receiving of the announcement. "A
couple of days later I got a telegram from
O. J. Simpson (spokesman for Hertz) saying that I was the winner from South
Carolina and that there would be a banquet in New York City.
"I got to see Mr. Simpson and the winners from the other states," he said of the
banquet. "You had the best amateur
athletes from the other states. Now you
just sit back and watch television and you
see a freshman playing quarterback for
Oklahoma or something and you say,
'Hey, I know that guy.'

itf
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"The
award has a lot
of prestige
soTI
was real pleased."
Terrance was the third athlete from
Hartsville to win the award. Former
Clemson basketball star Horace Wyatt
and current East Carolina football player
Bobby Claft are previous winners from
Hartsville.
The Tiger track team and Terrance have
had two indoor meets so far this year.
Terrance just missed qualifying for the
national indoor meet in each of these. In
the first meet, the Eastman Invitational
in Tennessee, he was two seconds off the
qualifying time, and in the second, the
Clemson-Georgia meet, he was under a
second off the qualifying time.
"I was real surprised," Terrence said.
"I didn't think I would run that fast in
the first indoor meet."
"I think I can easily qualify for the nationals the next time I race with some
good competition."
Terrance was recruited by "about 40
schools" in high school including Georgia,
Nebraska, Mississippi State, and South
Carolina. He said former coach Stan
Narewski was his main reason for choosing Clemson.
'Basically, I liked the coach here—
coach Narewski," he said. "I went to a lot
of schools, and they were pretty good
schools that had pretty good programs.
But I liked coach Narewski, and I thought
Clemson had an excellent program."
Terrance said Narewski's resignation
was discouraging. "It was disappointing
because you come here to be with him for
four years," he said. "And then he's gone.
One of the biggest reasons I came here
"was because I liked him personally.
"To me, he wasn't like a coach; he was
somebody you could relate to and talk
to," he said. "He didn't have that 'hard'
coach attitude. He was just like a friend."
Terrance said the Tigers will have to go
on now. "We've got a new coach, and he's
n
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pretty
good,1 and1 a_ pretty
nice
guy also,'
he said. "We can't linger on the other
stuff any longer.
"At Clemson we've got a good program
and a good team so I think everything will
work out all right."
Terrance began running in junior high.
The physical education coach at the
school was also the track coach, and when
;he saw Terrance running in PE, he asked
Terrance to come out. "I tried out," Terrance said, "and stuck with it."
Records were not what Terrance was
going after initially. "I never thought
about running," he said. "I just ran, and
everyone else would tell me, 'Hey, if you
stick with it, you'll be real good.'
"I only realized in my junior and senior
years of high school that I could be pretty
good. Up until then I was running because it was a sport and something to
do."
Terrance said his family never put unwanted pressure on him. "They would
never push me to run track," he said.
"That's how I like it. I was never
pressured into running; I always did it
because. I wanted to."
Terrance is the youngest in his family
with three older brothers and one older
sister who are all in their late 20's or 30's.
"They're really excited about what I've
been able to do in track," Terrance said.
"They get more excited than I do
sometimes.
"They're the ones who do all the bragging. I always walk around not saying
very much."
Terrance is in his first year as an accounting major but has yet to take any accounting courses. "Hopefully, I'll like it,"
he said.
When not studying or training,
Terrance enjoys listening to music,
watching comedy shows, and going to
parties. "I like to be with some of the
guys and to hang around and laugh," he

\

Terrance Herrington.

said. "I don't like to be serious all the |
time. I like to do a lot of fun things."
Terrance says excelling in track is not
his most important thing currently.
"Right now in my life I think I could
discipline myself a little harder to run
faster," he said. "But right now I'm running just for fun. I don't want to put more
pressure on myself than what it is.
"I'm not going for a world record. I
don't want to burn out early in life.
Later, when things like the Olympics
come up and I see I have a chance at
them, I'm going to put more pressure and
time into my running.
"Right now I'm just trying to adjust to
school and get all my class work done," he
said. "I don't want to eat and sleep and
think about training all the time.
"I just want to have fun like everybody
else."
And maybe along the way Terrance can
pick up a couple more records.
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Let's face it, a daily diet of tasteless Go for the fresh alternative! Get a
burgers in styrofoam boxes can turn fresh, delicious Subway sandwich or
you into a dull person. salad for a change. You'll love it.
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Sandwiches & Salads

